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The Observation of Enhanced Thomson 
Scattering in Submicron-Laser Plasmas 

Abstract 

Frequency up-scattered light produced by laser-plasma interaction was 

measured under three different plasma conditions. The corresponding down-scattered 

light was also observed. The measured wavelengths were, in all cases, in good 

agreement with the results of the enhanced Thomson scattcxing (ETS) theory. The 

upscattered band, shifted to a frequency higher than the laser frtquency wg, had not 

previously been systematically studied. The other was down-shifted in fnquency to 

between og and q j 2  and typically has been referred to as the Raman scattering band. 

Enhanced Thomson scattering is not an instability, but rather depends on the 

presence of nonlinear plasma processes (resonance absorption) and instabilities 

(stimulated Raman scattering or two plasmon decay) to produce fast and superfast 

electrons, respectively, that enhance background plasma waves to large amplitudes. 

Incoming laser light scatters from the enhanced density fluctuations into two 

"plasma-line" features, one on each side of the laser frequency. The position of these 

bands depends on the fast and superfast electron temperatures through the phase 

velocity of the plasma waves that arc enhanced 

The primary variation in the plasmas studied was in scale length. Variations 

were produced by changing laser parameters such as wavelength and energy. The fmt 

experiment was conducted using a 60-J, single-beam, 527-nm laser focused to a small 



spot, producing a scale length of about 80 pm. The presence of fast elections from 

resonance absorption was inferred. The second experiment was performed using a 

ten-beam, 20-kJ, 351-nm laser. Nine low-intensity beams were used to produce an 

ultra-long-scale-length plasma with a scale length of approximately 5,000 laser 

wavelengths. The tenth, or "interaction," beam, obliquely incident on a 15-pm-thick 

CH foil, was delayed 2.7 ns to simulate interaction with a reactor-type target The third 

experiment was conducted using a single-beam, 2-U, 351-nm, high-intensity laser 

which created a plasma with a 2Wpm scale length. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

There arc two ways to harvest large amounts of energy from the atom: fission 

and fusion. Fission is the splitting apart of large nuclei to smaller, more stable ones. 

The excess binding energy is converted into heat through the release of energetic 

neutrons. This well understood process has been known since 1940,l however, in the 

past 20 years, many disadvantages have been discovered, including the real and 

perceived danger of accidents and disposal of radioactive wastes from nuclear (fission) 

power plants. 

Fusion, the merging of two light elements to make a heavier element, 

D + T + a + n +  17Mev , (I-1) 

does not have most of these disadvantages. The reaction is not a chain reaction and the 

radioactive wastes generated by fusion, primarily through activation of the support 

structure and fuel-handling equipment, have much shorter half-lives than those 

produced by fission. There is also much less radioactive waste produced. 

The two major areas of fusion rtsearch differ in their approaches to confining 

and heating the fuel. Magnetic confmment fusion (MCF) relies on magnetic bottles to 

d i n e  the fuel. Heating is done by electric fields, neutral particle beams, or rf waves. 

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) uses the mass of the fuel itself to confine the fuel. 

Direct-drive ICF uses large laser or particle beams that arc focused onto small glass 

microballoons containing the fuel. The beams heat the outside of the pellet and cause 

the surface of the pellet to ablate. To conserve momentum, the inside surface of the 

pellet must move inward (the "rocket effect"). The pellet implodes and the fuel is 

camprtssed to hundreds of t k s  its initial density. It is also adiabatically heated as it is 



compressed. Indirect-drive Iff, some details of which arc still classified, fmt 

converts the laser energy into x rays which then implode the ptkt 

Important proof-of-principle experiments in the last year have shown the 

viability of I f f .  k t - d r i v e  target experiments at the University of Rochester have 

achieved compression of greater than one hundred times liquid fuel density by utilizing 

cryogenically cooled DT targets and by using extremely uniform target-irradiation 

conditions pduced by distributed phase plates? By using an optimized indirect-drive 

target, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has achieved a volume compression 

ratio of about 3 x lo4 and a neufrm yield that is essentially in agrtemcnt with spherical 

implosion calcu1ations.f In addition, target ignition has been apparently achieved, in 

classified experiments, using the radiation from a nuclear weapon as the driver.4 

Many problems and challenges remain to be overcome before commercial ICF 

power becomes available. Two of the major difficulties are energy coupling and fuel 

preheat by fast electrons. Energy coupling is important because the overall efficiency 

of the process is proportional to absorption efficiency. Fastelectron generation is a 

problem because the electrons can deposit their energy in the cold fuel before the 

imploding shock h n t  can compress the fuel, reducing the overall efficiency of the 

fusion m t i o n  because the compression occurs on a higher adiabat. The origin of both 

problems is in the pellet corona. Not surprisingly, the high temperatures and short time 

scales of an I f f  interaction poduce a plasma around the pellet Laser light will 

propagate through a plasma if the electmn plasma frequency, op [= (41re&b)l], is 

kss than the laser frequency, og. The plasma is termed over&nsc whcrc op > og and 

wndcrdcnse whcrc op < wg. The critical &miry, nc, is the density at which the laser 

light is reflected (i.e., where 9 = coo). The pellet corona is then the entire region 

when the plasma density is less than the critical density. It is hem whcrc the laser light 



is absorbed and fast electrons are produced. 

A. Plasma Processes in the Corona 

Laser light is absorbed primarily due to inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) and 

resonance absorption (RA).~  Inverse bremsstrahlung, also known as collisional 

absorption, occurs when an electron absorbs a photon during a collision with an ion. 

Consequently, in a laser plasma, the electrons are heated and the laser beam is 

absorbed. Inverse bremsstrahlung occurs only in the corona because the laser cannot 

penetrate the critical surface. 

Resonance absorption (RA) causes laser energy to be converted into electron 

suprathermal energy at the critical surface of the plasma when there is a component of 

the laser electric field parallel to the density gradient. The electric field excites resonant 

plasma waves at the critical surface which are then damped Since any laser beam has a 

non-zero divergence, RA is always possible. Hot electrons arc then created by 

wavebreaking - a situation where the electric field has grown large enough at the 

critical density surface that electrons are accelerated through it in less than one 

osdillation period6 Resonance absorption is important with 1-pm and 0.53-pm lasers, 

but is less important for 0.351-pm-laser irradiation, because with shorter laser 

wavelengths the collision frequency is higher, leading to higher absorption due to IB 

and consequently less absorption by RA. 

Parametric instabilities may also produce hot electrons. In stimulated Raman 

wttering, a typical parametric instability, an initial noise source in the electron density 

(6n) interacts with the electric field of the laser to give rise to a transverse current 

(6x1 Eg). The current radiates a scatted wave, Es. The ponderomotive force 



between the two light waves, V(E0 Es), causes density perturbations, 6n, that 

reinforce the initial noise sources. Thus, the density fluctuations and scattered light 

levels grow exponentially. The most common parametric instabilities in a laser h s m a  

arc three-wave interactions whose pump, (og,ko), and daughter waves, (ol,2,kl,2), 

satisfy energy- and momentum-matching conditions: 

Oo = o l +  O2 0-2) 

k o = k l + k ,  . 0-3) 

The rate of energy transfer between the pump and daughter waves increases with time. 

The feedback loops for each instability are similar and an example of a feedback loop 

for one such instability, the stimulated Raman scattering instability (SRS), is shown in 

Figure 1-1. The pump wave is the laser, and the daughter waves are a scattmd light 

wave, (os,ks), and a plasma wave, (op,kp). The SRS instability may be either 

convective, where the wave grows as it moves through the plasma, or absolute, where 

the growth of the wave is temporal only. 

Therc are other parametric instabilities besides SRS. These are summarized in 

Table 1-1 and the regions in the laser plasma whert these instabilities occur are shown 

in Figure 1-2. The first two (SRS and SBS) are very detrimental to ICF because they 

reflect large amounts of the laser light and thercby limit the amount of energy absorbed. 

Up to 10% of the incident energy may be reflected by SRS in a plasma mated by a 

1.06-pm laser7 and up to several percent is reflected by SRS in a 0.53-pm-laser 

plasm* Increased reflectance is also found when Brillouin scattering is prtsentg-11 

Inverse bremsstrahlung raises the average thermal level of the electrons in the 

plasma while resonance absorption creates hot electrons that are substantially hotter 

than the thermal background temperature. The two plasmon dccay and absolute SRS 

(SRS-A) instabilities create still more energetic electrons, called supehot electrons, at 



Feedback Mechanism for SRS 

T ""'\ 
Wave 

6n 

Ponderomotive 
Force Current 

V (ELL 'L 

Scattered 
Wave 

Figure El .  The feedback loop for the stimulated Raman scattering instability. The 
instability is driven by the interaction between an initial electrondensity perturbation 
(noise) that produces a transverse cumnt, due to the oscillatory pump wave, which in 
turn produces a scattered EM wave. The pondnomotive force of the interacting 
incident and scattered EM waves dances  the initial density perturbatiuns. 



Table 1-1: Parametric Instabilities 

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) W+%+O, 

Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) W+%+Op 

Parametric Decay Instability (PDr) W+oia+% 

Two Plasmon Decay Instability om W-'?+% 

q) = incident laser a = ion-acoustic wave 

a+ = plasma wave % = scattered light wave 



Plasma Coupling Processes 

Incldent k n r  
Dmrlty w ~ g h t  

Abrorptlon 
Denrlty 

Quarter- Two Plrunon and 
Cd-1 - - - - - -- - Abdulo SRS 
Donrlty 

Monvactive SRS + 
W SBS m d  Inverse Bnmutrrhlung + * 

X 
SBS wo - cu, + w h  
SRS wo - w, + wp 

Figure 1-2. Plasma coupling pmcesses occur in the corona where < coo. Some 
instabilities arc mtricted to certain dmsity regions by frequency an wave-number 
matching conditions. 

4 



the quarter-critical density surface. Therefore, there may be three components to the 

electron-temperature distribution: a cold background from IB, a hot component from 

RA at the critical surface, and a superhot component from SRS-A or TPD at the 

quaxtercritical surface. 

B. Enhanced Thomson Scattering 

The plasma processes presented in the last section also lead to another reaction: 

enhanced Thomson scattering (I2TS).l2p13 Physically, ETS is the scattering of the 

pump wave from density fluctuations that have been enhanced by the presence of 

suprathmnal electrons. The scattered light is emitted in two frequency bands; one is 

up-scatted to a frequency higher than the laser frequency and the other is down- 

scattered to a lower frequency. More than one pair of bands may be present if both hot- 

and superhot-electron components are present 

Particular care must be used to distinguish between three related, but different 

processes that occur in a plasma. O r d i ~ r y  Rumun scanenng (ORS), in general, refers 

to the scattering of frequency u p  and down-shifted EM waves as the result of the 

interaction of an incident wave with an electron-plasma wave. Stimulated R m n  

scanenng (SRS), refers to a special form of this in which feedback between the pump 

wave, the scattered EM wave, and the plasma wave produces a parametric instability 

with exponential growth of the daughter waves. 

Thomson scattMingl4,15 of a laser by a plasma is a powerful diagnostic in 

which a probe laser is scattered into two "electron-line" features whose shift from the 
2 2 112 laser fiquency is equal to the Bohm-Gross frequency [A@ = (a; + 3k v,) 1. In 

terminology reminiscent of the dcnsity and temptranuc diagnostic, enhmccd Thornson 



scattering refers to the large in~xease in scattering into the electran-line frequency when 

the local plasma-wave amplitude is enhanced by the presence of a non-Maxwellian 

distribution of electrons. This is also a form of ordinary Raman scattering. Far this 

reason, ETS has also bem called "Enhanced Incoherent Ordinary Raman Scattering" 

(EIORS) .I2 

Enhanced Thomm scattering may be an obstacle to achieving fusion because it 

is yet another p e s s  that increases the reflectivity of the plasma. It is also a signature 

of processes detrimental to achieving fusion that are occurring elsewhere in the plasma 

corona. In particular, ETS is a signature of suprathermal electron production. 

C m n t  theories of the convective SRS instability (SRS-C) predict a threshold 

intensity that is much higher than the experimentally observed threshold of 

down-scattered light while ETS has no threshold, per se. The enhanced Thomson 

scattering bands can be confused with the scattered light from SRS-C, as will be 

discussed later. This may mean that the classic theories on the production of SRS-C 

may actually be in better agreement with experiments than previously thought. It also 

means, however, that the overall picture of coronal physics must be modified to 

explicitly include the production of up-scattmd light bands. 

C. Summary 

This dissertation shows the existence of ETS in several different experiments 

under widely varying mditims. In all cases, the measured wavelengths of the upand 

down-scattered bands were found to be in good agreement with the theoretical 

pdlctions. 

The theory of enhanced Thomson scattering is discussed in Chapter II, 



beginning with classical Thomson scattering of an EM wave from a free electron. 

Perkins and Salpeter'sl4 derivation of scattering from the ionosphue when the electron 

distribution contains energetic electrons is reviewed and then ~imon'sl2 generalization 

to a nonuniform plasma is presented. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 

competing theories, including SRS€ and antiStokes generation. 

Chapter III rcports the results of experiments performed at the Laboratary for 

Laser Energetics using the single-beam Glass Development Laser operating at 

0527 p.m. The plasmas created had moderate scale lengths and wcre characterized by 

a three-component electron-temperature distribution. Scattering bands at frequencies 

above 3q$2 were observed on the same target shots as down-scattered bands were 

observed, eliminating the possibility that the upscattered light was the anti-Stokes 

mode of the SRS€ instability. 

A very different experiment was conducted at Lawrence Livemore National 

Laboratory using the Nova laser operating at 0.35 1 p n  and is described in Chapter IV. 

A high-intensity Laser beam was passed through a preformed plasma that had an 

ultra-long scale length. Time-resolved u p  and down-scattered spectra, as well as 

time-integrated hot-electron temperatures, were collected and arc included in 

Chapter IV. 

A single-beam experiment was also performed using a single arm of Nova. 

This provided a good contrast to the GDL experiments, since the experiment was 

conducted at 0.351 pm with thirty times the laser energy and six times the laser 

intensity. These results arc presented in Chapter V. In this case, both ETS and SRS 

were observed on the same shots. 

A summary of the cxptrimtntal results is given in Chapttr VL Tht applicability 

of the EIS theory under the thr# very different hdkt ion conditions is also discussed. 



For the three experiments, the ETS theary accurately reproduces the position of the 

down-scattered band, the appearance and position of the upscattered band, and 

explains the appearance of both scattered-light bands even below the theoretical 

convective stimulated Raman scattering threshold. Dtviations from the thtory are also 

discussed. 

The appendices contain additional explanations of the experiments. Appendix A 

describes the GDL system and the diagnostics used in that experiment in marc depth. 

Appendix B discusses an experiment that measured the absolute responses of several 

films that are important in the interpretation of the GDL experiments. Appendix C 

describes the Nova laser system and the diagnostics used in that experiment. 



Chapter 11: Theory 

Thomson scattering is the process by which an electromagnetic wave accelerates 

an electron, causing it to radiate. This description can be generalized to include the 

scattering of a laser (or microwave) beam ftom collections of electrons in a plasma. 

The application of this theory has resulted in a very powerful diagnostic for measuring 

the temperature and density of low-density plasmas such as occur in tokamaksl6 and 

COz-laser-produced plasmas.17 The scattering theory has been extended to include 

plasmas that can be described by a non-kwellian temperature distribution.14 This 

has been particularly useful in ionospheric experiments where solar ultraviolet and x 

rays have heated a small fraction of the free electrons to very high temperatures as 

compared to the background electron temperature. In a Iaser plasma, t h m  may be three 

different electron temperatures present: a cold background temperature from bulk 

heating of the plasma, a hot temperature created by the resonance absorption of laser 

light at the critical surface, and a superhot component created by either the two plasmon 

decay or the absolute stimulated Raman scattering instability at the quarter-critical 

plasma-density surface. 

This chapter will quickly review the ordinary Thomson scattering theory and 

Salpcter's approximation that describes the plasma density and temperature diagnostic. 

Then, following Perkins and Salpeter,14 the case of non-Maxwellian plasmas will be 

presented, treating first the collisionless case to show the effects of Landau damping, 

and then the collisional case. Simon's generalizationlz13 to a nonuniform plasma is 

stmightforward if an avesage "directed velocity" of the electrons can be &fkd in terms 

of the measured electron temperatures. The primary result of this theory is the 



predicticm of "scattering bandsn whose wavelength and presence art not predicted by 

the usual parametric instabilities pnsent in a laser plasma. In particular, the appearance 

of "gapsn in the scattered light spectrum arc predicted by this theary. 

It will be shown that the most important factors in detennining the wavelength 

of the scattered light are the hot or superhot electron temperatun and the angle between 

the laser and the density gradient. The wavelength shift is grtater for hotter electron 

temperatuns. The angle not only determines the direction of the emitted light, but also 

how much the light is subsequently refracted. Other factors, such as the average ionic 

charge of the plasma and the bulk electron temperatun, have a lesser effect. 

Several competing theories have been advanced to explain anomalies in the 

scattered light spectrum, particularly the existence of a "gap" between the 

down-scattered light and the plasma emission at q j 2 .  Only one other explanation has 

been offered to explain the existence of up-scattered features (those at higher 

frequencies than the laser). These theories are touched upon briefly to act as a basis for 

comparison in the succeeding chapters describing the rtsults of the experiments. 

Finally, the major results are summarized and a brief discussion of the 

assumptions and limits of the enhanced Thomm scattering model are given. 

A. Ordinary Thomson Scattering 

A free electron will scatter electromagnetic radiation. The flective scturering 

cross section18 of the interaction is def~ned as the power scattered into a given solid 

angle divided by the incident power. This can be calculated as follows. First, consider 

a plane, linearly polarized wave with an electric field 

E, = Eio cos(k*r - a{ + a) , 



propagating in the : dimtion incident on an electron at rest m e  subscript 'in will 

&note the incident wave. The force due to the magnetic field of the EM wave is 

negligible if it is assumed that the velocity of the electron is very much less than the 

speed of light By defining the dipole moment as d = er, the equation of motion of the 

electron leads to 

Since it is assumed that the velocity of the unperturbed electron is small, the scattered 

radiation is at the same frequency as the incident radiation (o, = wi) and the scattered 

intensity into a solid angle dl2 is given by the dipole radiation farmulalg 

The unit vector fi is in the scattering dimtion. The scattering cross section is defined to 

be 

2 where Si = cEiHx is the magnitude of the Poynting vector of the incident wave. 

Letting 9 be the angle between ED and yields 
2 

do=  [$) sin% m . 

The Thomson cross section is then obtained by integrating Eq. (II-4) ovtr all angles, - 

where ro (= 2.82 x 1@13 em) is the classical electron radius. 



The differential scattering cross section of unpolarized light is also easily 

calculated, assuming is the scattering angle between the incident and scattered wave 

vectors, to be18 - 

Scattering of elliptically polarized light is of interest because the Glass Development 

Laser at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics has a slight elliptical po1arization.m If the 

incident laser has an electric field of 

E=Acos(wt+a)+Bsin(ot+a) 

with A and B perpendicular to each other, the scattering cross section is given byl* - 

The frequency of the scattered radiation is different than the incident frequency 

if the restriction of small electron velocity is relaxed. The assumption that v << c is 

retained, however, so that the magnetic field contribution to the scattered power is zero. 

The equation of motion21 is similar to Eq. (II-I), except that the time-scale of interest is 

the'retarded time, t': 

The rttarded time may be approximated by 

t q - t - ( w - 6  * r I / c ) ,  

where R is the position of the observer with respect to the moving charge. If the 

influence of the EM wave on the translational motion of the electron is ignored, the 

scatted electric field is given by the field of a moving charge 



with i 6 v)/c, and its derivative is evaluated at the retarded time. Equations 0 - 8 )  

and (11-9) are used to evaluate the scattered field in t e r n  of the real rime - 

The wave propagates at the Doppler-shifted frequency 

= o i + o = o i + k * v  

with the wave vectors 

k = k s - k i ,  ks=(o&)h and ki=(o/c)f . (II- 1 3) 

The angular factor in Eq. (11-1 1) depends on the polarization of the incident 

wave. If the angle between h and : is defined as 0, and O0 is the angle k w e n  the 

polarization vector of the incident wave and the plane containing and f , the angular 

factor takes on the simple fonn: 

A x(A ~f )12= 1 -sin% (11-14a) 

for polarized radiation, and 

for unpolarized radiation. 

The total Doppler shift has two soms.22 The fmt is that the incident wave 

has a Doppler-shifted frequency, as seen by the moving electron. The second shift is 

from the component of the electron velocity in the direction of the scattering. Equating 

the Doppler-shifted frequencies and then m g i n g ,  recovers Eq. (II- 12): 



The quantity of interest for any real experiment is the scattered power into some 

solid angle dR at a frquency @: 

Substituting the expression for the scattered electric field obtained in Eq. (II-11) into 

this equation yields the power scattered by a single elecmn 

The electron radiates at the Doppler-shifted frequency, @, given by Eq. (II-12), which 

reflects the elecmn velocity. The elecmn velocity distribution may be determined from 

this quation. Since the scattered frquency is given [Eq. (II-12)] in t e r n  of the 

electron velocity component (vk) in the direction of the differential scattering vector (k), 

the scattered intensity in a given frequency range about @ is proportional to the number 

of electrons in a corresponding velocity range about v ~ . ~ ~  

Because the ions are much more massive than the electrons, they scatter much 

less. Therefore, the time-averaged power scattered per unit solid angle at the observet 

from an incident EM wave is a superposition of the scattered electric fields from each 

electron. This is equivalent to integrating the scatted field from each electron over the 

elecmn velocity distribution23: 

which may be rearranged by separating out the terms where j=l (N is the total number 

of electrons), yielding 



The first term represents incoherent scattering which is the simple sum of scattering 

fiom uncorrclatcd electrons. The second tcnn is coherent scattering from m l a t e d  

groups of electrons. The electrons may be conelated by being a part of a Debye 

shielding cloud, by some collective motion such as electron density fluctuations 

produced by a parametric instability, or some other process. The size of a typical 

electron feature is of the order of the Debye length. At the quarter-critical density 

surface of a 527-nm-laser-produced plasma with a temperature of 1 keV, the Debye 

length is approximately 7 nm. 

It is useful to introduce the scattering parameter 4 

% sin (OD) 

where k = 2~ sin(OD)& and XD = (KT/4~en)~l2 is the Debye wavelength. When a is 

small, that is, Xi << XD, the EM wave incoherently scatters from the individual 

electrons because the incident wavelength is smaller than the dimensions of a typical 

electron feature (of the order of the size of a Debye sphere). In this case, the second 

term of Eq. (11-19) is zero and the scattered light spectrum gives the electron 

distribution. When a is large, the second tenn of Eq. (II-19) dominates the distribution 

of the scattered power because the incident wavelength is larger than a Debye length so 

that the scattering is h m  "coarser-grained" features and the scattered light spectrum 

will reflect this. 

The density of a laser-produced plasma is high enough that the scattering 

parameter is always larger than one for any commercially available laser. Thus, the 

calculation of the scattered power h m  a plasma must include the effects of collective 

motions. That is, the EM wave scatters from shielding clouds of electrons, rather than 



fmm individual electrons. Each particle in a plasma may be considend as a test particle 

moving with velocity v', shielded by a cloud of oppositely charged particles, and also 

as a part of the shielding clouds around other test particles. It is helpful here to' note 

that the electron density at (x,t) in the vicinity of a test charge, at position x', is% 

4 x 2  exp [ik*(x - x')] k*V,,fd 
nt(x,t; x', v') = 6e + fi - 

m 
lim J 
€4 k2 ~(k,k*v')(k*v - k*vl - ic) 

X- dk 
dv + exp [ik*(x - x')] - 

dk I (2x1~ ( 2 ~ ) ~  ' 

with 

The total scattered electric field is the ensemble average of the field scattered by one 

electron [Eq. (II- 17)]: 

where jdv~. = n(x,t) is the average electron density. The time-averaged scattered 

power is then the sum over all test particles in the plasma, 

The quantity measured in an experiment is the power scattered in some frequency range 

@ f d w ,  since any detector accepts radiation only over a finite range. Therefore, 

the scattered power must be expressed in terms of fraquency. To achieve this, the 

Fourier transform of the electric field is defined as 



The application of Parseval's theorem results in an expression for the scattered power 

per unit frequency 

Recalling that EspWt is proportional to the number of scatterers, Eq. (II-26) shows that 

the scattered power is proportional to the square of the total number of scatterers, or, 

equivalently, the square of the density of the plasma. 

Taking the spatial and temporal Fourier transforms of the density and 

substituting into Eq. @-26) yields an expression for the scattered power, 

After substituting the Fourier transform of the electron density and then performing the 

integrals over wave vectors, time, and position, the scattered power can be written in 

terms of the ensemble avenge of the density fluctuations, 

C E ~  ? 2 
Ps@,oJ dQ d o  L =*dQ do, 1 A x (A x f ) (  N S(k,o) , (II-28) 

1 6x2 

with 



identified as the spectral density function. The curly braces denote an ensemble 

average. Examination of Eq. (11-28) shows that all of the spectral information is 

contained in the spectral density function. By measuring the frequency spectrum at a 

given scattering angle, or the wave-vector spectrum at a given frequency, information 

on the size and frequency of electron density fluctuations can be OM. 

The spectral density function has been calculatedlS in tenns of Ge and Gi, the 

dielectric susceptibilities of the electrons and ions, respectively, and the zero-order 

velocity distributions fdWlc) and fio(Wlc). It is 

with E =  1 +Ge+Gi .  

If the zero-order electron- and ion-velocity distributions are Maxwellian with 

characteristic thermal velocities ve and vi, defined as v, E ( 2 k g ~  ~ r n ~ ) l / 2 ,  the 

susceptibilities take the simple formlS 

where the dimensionless frequency variables axt xe = o/kve, xi = obi, and a retains 

its earlier defition. The plasma dispersion function is W(x): 

and the real and imaginary parts of W(x) denoted by Rw(x) and Iw(x), respectively. 

The function Iw(x) represents Landau damping. The spectral density function is easily 

calculared m be25 



where 

and 

An interesting approximation is due to ~alpeter.26 When Te = Ti, the quantity 

&i << 1. The spectral density function is now greatly simplified to 

where 

(II- 37 b) 

This approximation shows many of the features that are important in a plasma with a 

Maxwellian distribution. For small values of the scattering parameter, a ,  the scattered 

frequency is proportional to the electron velocity distribution in the dirtction of k, the 

differential scattering vector. Mort importantly, when a is large, two "plasma-line" 



features appear at frequencies o, w h m  the denominator of r is a minimum. These 

hquencies are shifted from the incident EM frequency by the Bohm-Gross frequency, 

OBG, 

a+=wif  ~ ] 8 0  (Il-38a) 

An example of the electron feature spectrum is shown in Figure II-1. 

As shall be shown in the rest of this chapter, enhancements of the level of 

scattering of the plasma-line feature may occur for electron distributions that deviate 

from Maxwellian. 

B. Scattering from Non-Equilibrium Plasmas 

Non-Maxwellian electron distributions give rise to greatly enhanced scattering 

levels of the "lama-line" feature. This effect was first observed in ionospheric 

experiments conducted at Arecibo27 and explained by Perkins and Salpter.14 The 

principal result of their work, the power spectrum near the plasma line including the 

effects of electron-ion collisions, will be generalized in the next section to the 

conditions of laser-produced plasmas following Simon's derivation. 

This section begins with the derivation of the power spectrum near the plasma 

line in a collisionless plasma. This result does not show all of the features of the 

collisional case, but is much easier to derive. 

The derivation and notation of krkins and Salpeterls will be followed closely. 

The following assumptions are made: (1) the plasma is uniform and consists of N 

electrons and N/Z ions of charge Z; (2) the plasma fills a volume V so that the electron 

density is n = N/V; and (3) the ions are motionless. This last assumption is valid 



Salpeter Spectral-Density Function 

F i g k  n-1. The Salpeter approximation to the spectral density function as a function 
of the scatlcring parameter, a, for electron and ion tempnatures equal to 1500 eV. 



because the ion thermal velocities arc much smaller than the electron velocities. An 

expression for the power spectrum near the plasma line will be &rived by assuming 

that the electron distribution function, which satisfies the Vlasov equation, consists of 

three terms representing the average velocity distribution, ion effects, and 

@-dependent fluctuations from the time-averaged distribution, respectiveIy. The fvst 

two terms are considered known and used to solve for the level of the fluctuations 

whose Fourier transform is related to the power spectrum. Thc two important physical 

effects for the collisionless case arc the excitation of plasma waves by fast electrons 

whose phase velocity is in resonance with the electron distribution at the Bohm-Gross 

frequency and the broadening of these resonance regions by Landau damping. 

The electron distribution is &scribed by the function 

where Fo is a zero-order isotropic distribution normalized to 1, F1 is the first-order 

time-independent distribution, and f is the first-order t.-&pendent distribution that is 

responsible for the enhancement of the plasma lines. The fmt-ordcr potential, 0 1 ,  is 

produced by F1. The zero-order potential, due to Fg, is zero. The complete distribution 

function, F, satisfies the Vlasov equation and Poisson's quation: 

'RE total electrostatic potential is Q and Rj is the position of the jth ion. Since the 

ztro-ordtr part of the potential is zero, the quantity Q is first-order and consists of a 

timedependent term from f, and a time-in-t tam, @I. 

' The method of solution for Eqs. (11-40) and (11-41) is to take the 



Fourier-Laplace transform and then linearize the nsult by keeping only those tenns that 

are first order in f or Q, where Q is the Fourier-Laplace transform of the electron 

density: 

Q(~,u) = 2 I dt exp ( - it*x$t) + (io - y)t 1 , a-42)  
i = l  0 

the summation is over all electrons, and y is a small positive number. The msform of 

the timedependent distribution, f, 
+- 4- 

f(k,v,o) = Jdx k t  t(x,v,t) exp ( -ik x + (io - y)t 1 , (11-43) 

is related to Q (for nonzero o) by 

By taking the Fourier-Laphce transform of Eq. (II-38), the electrostatic potential can be 

expressed in terms of Q: 
a 

The contribution to Q wmes only from the potential due to f since Q1 is independent of 

time. 

The linearized wsform of the time-dependent part of Eq. (II-40) is 

aF0 (y + ik v - io) f(k,v,o) - i Q(k,o) k 
nk 



The sum over q contains all the terms bilinear in the first-order pafame?crs f and 01, or 

Q and F1, which represent the electron-ion collisions. These terms represent the three- 

wave excitation of an electron density fluctuation (q) by an electron density fluctuation 

(k) interacting with the static electron-ion correlations (q - k) These terms will be 

important when the collisional case is considered, but neglecting these terms yields a 

collisionless equation: 

oZ aF0 
(y + ik v - io)  f(k,v,co) - i 3 Q(k,o) k - = a~ f(k,v,O) (n-47) 

nk 

Let q(k,v,o) and v(k,o) be the collisionless approximations off and Q, respectively. 

Then 

Multiplying by the density n, integrating over velocity space, and using Eq. (II-43), 

yields the solution for v: 

with the definition 

The integral in Eq. 01-49) consists of a sum over N terms, since 



where xi and Vi are the initial position and velocity of the ith e l m n  

The power spectrum is given by 

and the approximation, y, is substituted for Q. Substituting Eqs. (11-49) and (n-51) 

into Eq. (XX-52) yields 

The double sum can be evaluated by separating out the terms where i = j, to obtain 

The quantity ( ) indicates an average over the positions of the two electrons with their 

velocities kept constant. At resonance, o = k v, and as y+O, the first term of Eq. 

(n-'54) is of order y (a large value), while the second term tends to a constant limit 

because the denominator can only be in resonance at one phase velocity.% Clearly, the 

second term may be neglected so that only the t m s  where i = j survive the limit. The 

power spectrum then reduces to 

1(k,o) = k-I $ ) ( ~ )  %(k,~)? . @-55) 

where the t m ,  Fo(l)(u), is defined as a one-dimensional velocity distribution: 



An approximation to the collisionless dielectric function [Eq. @-SO)] can be made since 

the phase velocity, v+ = o/k, satisfies v+ << q J c  for al l  values of interest,z 

The average temperature. is defined by 

Large enhancements of the power spectrum (the "plasma lines") occur at 

frequencies where the real part of vanishes. Denoting these frtquencies as w, the 

enhancements occur at 
2 in o=f (0:+3k %Tim) . (XI-59) 

Near these frequencies, the power spectrum has the form 

The second term of the denominator of Eq. (XI-60) is vcry small, showing the resonant 

nature of the power spectnun when o - OBG - op and that the line has a Lonntzian 

shape. The width of this plasma line is determined by the Landau damping term. 

The goal of the rest of this section is to derive an expression for the power 

spectrum near the plasma line including electron-ion collisions, which will give the 

correct width of the plasma lines. The natural approach to this problem is to use a 



Fokker-Planck equation that c m t l y  models the electron-ion collisions. The collision 

term, or drag on the particle, represents the loss of energy due to a large number of 

small angle deflections. By using a Green's function to represent a test particle 

traveling through the plasma to solve the Fokker-Planck equation, the electrondensity 

term will be seen to contain terms that describe the excitation of plasma waves by 

random collisions. That same Green's function will also describe the damping of those 

waves. Finally, the power spectrum will be derived. 

The starting point is to derive the Fokker-Planck equation for f(k,v,o) without 

neglecting the collision terms by =writing Eq. (In-46) to solve for f(q,v,o) in terms of 

f(k,v,o) and then substituting back into the original Eq. (TI-46)14: 

where the source term representing electron-ion collisions is 

Several definitions have been made here, 

Wv) = (D 5"(v) Fo(v0 , 

and the wIlisional terms are 



In the above, Y is a modification of the zero-order distribution function, v is the 

collision frequency, V is an average collision frequency, and A = 4 n 4 .  If Fo is a 

Maxwellian, the texm k(v) is independent of the velocity and is equal to the temperature 

of the Maxwellian. . Consequently, (c) = = T, and Y = Fo. Because the distribution 

F1 is independent of time, its contribution to the scattered spectrum is a delta function at 

zero frequency. This represents the effects of the ions which were assumed to be 

fixed. This term shall be neglected because the light is mostly scattered by the shielding 

electrons. The indirect effects of Fl in Eq. @-46) will be retained, however. 

A Green's function will be used to solve Eq. (II-61). The Green's function 

satisfies 

and describes the propagation of a test electron through a plasma of fixed discrete ions 

shielded by the static electron shielding clouds. Using this definition, f(k,v,w) may be 

written as 

f(k,v,w) = i dv' G(k,v,v',o) I 

The quantity Q and the dielectric function are expressed in terms of the velocity integral 

of G, 



I dv' H@,v',o) S(k,v',o) , Q@,o) = - 
E@,o) 

and 

aF0 dv' H(k,vl,o) k - . av8 (D-70) 

The denominator of Eq. (II-69) represents the damping of plasma waves while 

the numerator represents the excitation of those waves due to random collisions 

represented by S, the source term for fluctuations. Both of these terms require 

approximations of the function H. Since plasma waves are damped primarily by the 

randomization of the electrons by electron-ion collisions, the approximation in the 

denominator must be a function that slows down along the direction of motion and that 

reproduces the average position vector (x). By inverting the Fourier-Laplace transform 

for G, Eq. (11-66), and using the correct initial condition, G(x,v,vl,O) = 

6(x) 6(v - v'), (x) may be calculated as 

(x) = 1 x G dx dv = v' ( 2 ~ ) ~ '  (1 - kZY3 . 

Representing G as a delta function in position and velocity space that reproduces (x) 

carrectly will be an adequate approximation to use in the denominator of Eq. (II-69), 

H(k,v',o) = ~ ~ ( k , v ' , o )  

= l e x p  ((io - y)t - ik v'(2v)-' (1 - e-%3 ) dt . (n-72) 

From the collisionless case, it is expected that the dielectric function will only be 

important for frtquencies o = op and for scattering parameters a >> 1. In this limit, 



In the above, 

f - T , J - t ~ ~ 2 A - l  In h(21t)~/6 @-74) 

because, according to Eqs. @-58) and (11-65). these quantities depend mainly on 

particles of average energy so that the function Fo may be replaced by a Maxwellian in 

their calculation. The damping is now due to two effects: electron-ion collisions (via V) 

and Landau damping. The two damping terms rn now stated explicitly. In the limit of 

zero collision frequency, Eq. (II-57) is recovered and e(k,o) becomes ~o(k,o). 

An approximation to the numerator may be obtained by considering a 

Fokker-Planck equation that describes sideways deflections carrectly on a short time 

scale, vt cc 1, which will correctly model the excitation of plasma waves. This 

approximate Fokker-Planck equation is the Fourier-Laplace transform of Eq. (TI-65) 

with the variable tensor (v2Soa - vavg) replaced by a constant tensor (vQSaP - vhvi). 

This equation models sideways deflections comtly. The solution of this new equation 

is then used to calculate the approximation of H used in the numerator, HN(k,v',o). 

Only components of aHN/av' that are perpendicular to v' will be needed and will be 

denoted by the subscript xy: 
a 



Finally, two simplifying approximations are made that allow a calculation of the 

numerator of Eq. (11-69). The first is that the limit y+O represents an average over 

long times so that initial conditions, such as the term f(k,v,O), may be neglected. The 

second is that only terms that are logarithmically dominant sums over q will be kept. In 

particular, only the largest term in the limit of large q will be kept. This leads to an 

expression for the numerator of Eq. (XI-69): 

i n 1 dv' $(k.v'.a) S(k,vl,a) = si (k,xIvi,a) , (n-76) 
i 

where 

-iq' xi s i = ( ~ )  Ql@-q)e  ( q *  vi-a- iy)-  1 ( k - q )  
9 

The power spectrum depends on the double sum 

This is really a quadruple sum when the sums over q and q' are considered. As 

before, only the i = j tenns are logarithmically divergent, leaving the double sum over q 

and q'. Using the same reasoning, however, reduces the result to a sum over the 

q = q' terms. Therefore, the power spectrum is proportional to 
C - 



where 

dk e2 bl(k)r  kak 
T (v) = as a-80) 

'(2n)'m% [ ( p v +  k.v-t)'++] 

Only the elements of TM perpendicular to v are nonzero. These elements are equal to 

v(v)v2ly if only the logarithmically dominant part of the integral is kept by cutting off 

the integration at k = kg (c)/e2. The sum then homes,  - - 

This last integral is 

2 I dv F~(V) (VJ v(v) = 2\iGT lm , (II-82) 

where Fo(v) has been replaced by a Maxwellian because this integral is not sensitive to 

the high energy tail. 

The power spectrum may now be calculated by inserting Eqs. (II-73) and 

(II-82) into Eq. (II-53), 
-1 1) 1(k,co) = k@,u)i2 (2+kB~rnm1 + k  6 (@)I . @-83) 

This result is similar to that of the collisionless case of Eq. (II-55). The dielectric 

hmction, E, is given by Eq. (II-73) and has sharp resonances when o = f OBG, just as 

in the coIlisionless case. Near these frequencies, the power spectrum has the form 



In the limit of zero collision frequency, this reduces to the collisionless result, 

Eq. (11-60). 

C. Enhanced Thomson Scattering in a Laser-Produced Plasma 

The main result of the previous section [Eq. (II-84)] can be generalized to 

predict the spectral location of scattered-light bands emanating fiom a laser-produced 

plasma.*2+1329 The bands are the result of the interaction between the heating laser 

beam and density fluctuations whose amplitudes have been enhanced by the presence of 

fast or superfast electrons created by paramemc instabilities or resonance absorption in 

the underdense corona. If no hot or superhot electrons are present, the density 

fluctuations still exist, but their amplitudes are not enhanced above the background 

thermal level. Incoming laser light will still Thomson scatter from the thermal plasma 

waves in the standard manner,17 although much more weakly than in ETS.~ 

The electron-velocity distribution is not a simple Maxwellian in a k-produced 

plasma and the zero-order velocity distribution used to determine the location of the 

scattering bands must reflect the nonisotropic nature of the electrons. In general, the 

distribution consists of three terms: a cold background at temperature Tc, a hot 

component caused by resonance absorption of the laser at the critical surface with 

temperature Tb, and a superhot component of temperature Tsh that may wme from 

either the two plasmon decay instability or the absolute stimulated Raman scattering 



instability. For example, it was found that under the conditions of the experiment 

described in Chapter IJI, a plasma produced by a 527-nm laser had a cold temperature 

of 1.5 keV, a hot temperature of between 5 and 10 keV, and a supcrhot temperature 

greater than 15 kev.31 The plasma studied in Chapter N, produced by 351-nm 

radiation, had a cold temperature of about 2.7 kcV and a supcrhot temperature of 25 

keV. No hotclectron temperatun was obscrved or inferred. 

The power spectrum IEq. (II-84)] is restated here with a slight change of 

notation so as to follow Reference 13 more closely: 

1OI.o) = k(k,o)P I a ~ ~ ~ ( 1 S r n o ~ 4 r '  + P J (II-85) 

The wave number and frequency of the plasma wave arc given by k = kg - ks and 

o = - e, respectively. It is assumed that the bulk of the electrons can be described 

by a Maxwellian distribution with the cold background temperature Tc. The effective 

dielectric function, including coIlisions, is given by 

The terms Po and Pi are integrals over the zero-order uniform isotropic electron 

distribution, Fo, IEqs. (II49) and (II-SO)]; 

and 

The cffm of fast and superfast electFons will be modelled by generalizing Fg. 

The definition of the overage collision frequency is retained, so that when 



applied to the bulk Maxwellian, 

The major contributor to the collision fnquency comes from particles of average energy 

[Eq. (11-64)]. That is, the contribution from non-thermal electrons is considered to be 

negligible as compared to the contribution from the background Maxwellian, Fo. 

Substituting Eqs. (11-86) through (11-89) into Eq. (ll-85) yieIds the power 

spectrum, 

The thennal correction tenn is small and has been neglected so that c l > ~ ~  - CI+,. 

The power spectrum determines the shape of the scattmd spectrum. The 

scattered power, however, is the product of the total number of scatterm, N, and the 

power spectrum: 

where A is the area of the laser beam. The Thornson s c a e g  cross section, 

accounts for variations at angles, es, from the incident directions, and + - $0 is the 

angle between the projection of the scattered beam on the plane nonnal to the incident 

and the incident electric polarization vector. Because this is an inhomogeneous plasma, 

the totd scattered power is then a function of position in the plasma through tbc varying 

density, n(x), and the density (position) dependence of the power spectrum. If the 

plasma varies along the direction of the laser beam, say in the x direction, then the 



scanmd power is mort ppcrly genaalizcd to 

where the dependence of the power spectrum, I(k,cu), on position through 61; and Fg, 

is explicitly stated in I(k,o,x). The electron temperature is assumed to be constant 

throughout the plasma corona. 

Because I(k,o) is resonant at points where 3- cu2 the integral (ova x) in Eq. 
P' 

(II-93) will be highly peaked at points, xg, where the frequency, a ,  is at its critical 

density: co2= oi(x0). The density may then be expanded in a Taylor series about this 

point, 

so that 
2 2 

ou,(d-~,cxdr l+(x-XJnl  

The local density scale length, L, is defined by 

Substituting this into Eq. (II-93) yields 

where 



The integnl is over all of the underdmse p lasm Because the numerator of I(k,co) 

[Eq. ('I-90)] is nonresonant, the values of the plasma frequency and of the integral Po 

have been assumed to be those of the resonant point. The scattered power, prior to 

specialidng to a laser plasma, is then 

- LT 

Pi dR do, I 2J. - xo3p; kQ 1 

Large enhancements in the scattered power can occur when the growth of the plasma 

waves via inverse Landau damping, represented by Pi , balances the damping due to 

collisions. 

There remains only to develop a realistic model of the electron distribution 

function, Fo. The bulk of the electrons art heated by inverse brernsstrahlung 

absqtion of the laser energy. For plasmas when ~ v L l v +  << 1, (the case here), the 

electrons may be characterized by a Maxwellian distribution with a cold temperature, 

Tc, because the electron-electron collisions art rapid enough to thermalize the 

distribution produced by inverse bremsstrahlung.3233 

Electron-heating mechanisms occur at positions in the plasma where large 

electric fields art produced. The large fields drive strong electron oscillations that 

produce longitudinal electron-plasma waves. One possible mechanism for the 

production of the fast electrons is wavebreaking that occurs when the orbits of the 

electrons cross each other,34 or more physically, wavebreaking occurs when the 

oscillation velocity of the electron in the enhanced electric field equals tbc phase velocity 

of the wave. Electrons are accelerated to energies far above their thermal levels and are 

excited in a beam. If the amplitude of plasma-wave field at wavebreaking is denoted by 
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Figure II-4. The scattering bands predicted by ETS theory to radiate at a 45" angle 
from the laser beam. The target is tilted at 45" from the laser beam and has an 
ionization state of Z = 3.5. The electron temperatures were Tsh = 30, Th = 10, and 
Tc = 1.5 keV. 



shown as a function of fb, the fraction of directed suprathennal electrons in the pulse 

relative to the background density. This calculation assumed a tilted target at 45*, a 

laser wavelength of = 527 nm, an average ionic charge of Z = 3, a cold temperature 

of Tc = IS keV, and a suprathermal temperaturt of 30 keV which is typical of superhot 

electrons. There is as yet no reliable theory which will predict the number of fast 

electrons; hence, fb is unknown. Fortunately, the central location of each band is quite 

insensitive to the value of fb. As an example, if the suprathermal-electron fraction is 

qua1 to 196, Figure II-4 then predicts an upscattered band between 286 and 350 nm 

and a down-scattered band between 777 and 920 nm. Note that unlike SRS theory, 

this theory predicts a gap between the long-wavelength limit of the down-scattered 

feature and the half-harmonic at 1054 nm. Also noteworthy is that the upscattering 

featurt extends to wavelengths shorter than 3@. 

Figure II-4 also shows the additions to the predicted spectrum if another, lower 

temperature, component is present. An additional pair of bands is produced. As an 

example, for Tb = 10 keV, typical of hot electrons ftom resonance absorption in a 

527-nm laser-produced plasma, a n d h  = 8 8 ,  there will be upscattering between 360 

and 400 nm, on the long wavelength side of the three-halves, and down-scattering 

between 690 and 760 nm. A four-peaked spectrum would be observed if a large 

fraction of the electrons wen in both the hot and superhot components. 

In producing Figure 11-4, it was assumed that the presence of a third 

temperature component would have no effect on the other two components. In reality, 

the third component may mod@ the electron distribution function enough to cause 

changes in the width of the scattering bands, depending on the relative values of Th, 

Tsh,fh, and frh. As Th is increased, the width of the scattering band attributed to 

superhot electrons would fmt &crease after Th reached some significant fraction of Tsh 



because the negative s lop region would be decreased. The width of the scattering 

band due to hot electrons would increase (as well as shift away from the laser 

frequency) because the negative slop region would grow larger u the hot "bumpw 

separated h m  the background distribution. Eventually, the hot "bump" would lie 

close enough to the suprhot "bump" to create one large scattering band The 

temperature ranges for this to occur depend on the magnitudes o f h  and fh, the relative 

local populations of the two distributions, and have not bea! calculated explicitly. 

There are two points in Figure 11-4 that will bc useful to note when interpreting 

exprimcntal results. First, the supcrhotclectron fraction threshold for down-scattering 

is much lower than that for scattering caused by hot electrons. It is entirely possible 

that only the superhot down-scattering band will bc observed. Second, while the 

superhot-electron fraction threshold for down-scattering is lower than that for 

upscattering, the reverse is true for the hot features. In fact, the hot upscatter 

threshold is less than half of that for the hot down-scatter thrcshold. It is thmfore 

possible that thm arc enough hot electrons to produce the upscattering band, but not 

enough to produce the corresponding down-scattering band. 

E. Alternative Theory 

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) must be cons idd  as an alternative theory 

to explain the scattered-light spectrum h m  a laser-produced plasma. At intensities 

above its threshold, convective stimulated Raman scattering (SRS-C) could produce a 

down-scattend (Stokes) band that could extend from near q $ 2  to the laser fitquency, 

og. Under certain geometrical conditions, SRS-C also could produce a weaker 

upscattered (anti-Stokes) band. 



As has been seen from Eqs. (II-103) through (TI-105), the frequency of the 

SRS-C scattered wave d y  only occur in the range a($2 < tos < ao, although some 

unexplained scattering below C@ has been o b s e d  in Novette green experiments at 

Lawrence Livemate National Laboratory.54 The frequency of the scattered wave is 

directly proportional to the plasma density at the point of creation of the scattered light. 

Because the SRS growth rate is highest near the ~ 1 4  surface, it is expected that the 

SRS signal will be most intense at frequencies near q$2. Scattered light at ficquencies 

near og correspond to scattering from very low density regions. Since this density 

range is always present, it is expected that scattering near wg should always be present 

Absolute stimulated Raman scattering (SRS-A) may also provide an explanation 

of these spectra. The usual SRS-A instability only occurs at w4, producing scattered 

light in the frequency region near a&. In rccent presentations,@ the production of 

SRS-A at discrete "scattering sites" where the electron density has a local minimum or 

maximum and the background plasma density is less than quarter-critical, has been 

postulated. This theory allows the production of scattered light at any frequency 

between @ and og because the frequency is directly proportional to the density at the 

density extremum of the scattering site. Through the production of the anti-Stokes 

mode, up-scattered light with a frequency between oo and 3ooR is accessible; 

howevcr, scattering at frequencies above 3q$2 is not allowed. No complete theory or 

conclusive experimental results have been presented. 

There are several problems with an SRS-C interpretation of scattered light 

spectra. The first is that the spectrum dots not extend from to as would be 

expected from the fnquency and wave-vector matching conditions. There are two 

"gaps" in the spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 11-5. At higher fiquencies, Landau 

damping is expected to become important and efficiently damp the plasma waves to cut 
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Figure II-5. A typical down-scattered-light spectrum from a 527-nm laser-produced 
plasma shows the existence of two gaps in the spectrum. The 'blower gap" is between 
the ETS signal and the q $ 2  feature whereas the "upper gap" is between the ETS signal 
and the laser fnquency, og. 



off the scattering. This phenomena has been used as a temperature diagnostic by 

assuming that the plasma-wave cutoff is at approximately klD = 0.2 and then solving 

for the temperature as a function of the short-wavelength edge of the observed 

This estimate is difficult to confm experimentally since small shifts of the 

short-wavelength edge of the scattering band imply large changes in the plasma 

temperature. Since the most reliable temperature diagnostic, the x-ray continuum 

spectrometer, measures the time-integrated electron temperature, direct comparison to 

the rapidly changing temperature is not relevant. 

The low-frequency gap has been ascribed to &nsity profile steepening due to 

ponderomotive forces near nc/4, but without direct supporting evidence.45 If the 

profile steepening is caused by ion fluctuations41 producing a ponderomotive force, it 

is expected that the "steepness" of the density profile, and hence the size of the gap, 

would increase as the laser intensity is increased. However, the experimental evidence 

is that the gap decreases as the intensity is increased.45 The ETS theory naturally 

predicts this low-frequency gap as the region where plasma waves are no longer in 

resonance with the hot-electron pulse. 

The second problem with SRS-C is that its theoretical threshold is at least an 

order of magnitude above the experimentally measured threshold of the down-scattered 

light. Also, the intensity threshold of down-scattering seems to be better correlated 

with the threshold intensity of the SRS-A instability whose threshold is plltdictcd to be 

lower than that for SRS-C [Eq. (II-119)].151329 

In a laser plasma, an anti-Stokes line may be excited by "piggybacking" on a 



growing Stokes mode. However, usually only the Stokes line will be observed 

because the intensity of the anti-Stokes mode is too small. The dispersion relation 

governing this joint interactian can be shown to be 

1 + 1 
4 D(o - %,k - Lo) D(o + u0,k + Lo) I , (II-121) 

with D(o,k) i cdr - cZk2 - oL.61 The up-shifted tam, D(o + m , k  + Lo), is aon- 

resonant and can be neglected for back or sidescattering. For instance, the maximum 

growth rate, yma, for the Stokes mode occurs when the scattered light is directly 

hackscatted in the k t i a n  of the laser61 and is 
la 

2 

Y-=- 

The oscillatory velocity is defined as 

(TI- 122) 

where the intensity is in ~ / c m 2  and the wavelength is expressed in p. The plasma 

wave vector, k, for maximum growth is 

(TI- 124) 

For f m a r d  scattering, both terms are nearly resonant when the density is very 

low $2 

(TI- 125) 

For very low densities, the maximum growth rate becomes 
2 

Y- ' Up you I ( ~ 0 ~ 4 8 )  9 (II- 126) 



and is valid for 10-4 < n/nc < 0.05.62 ?his is the growth rate for the electron-plasma 

wave and consequently, the growth rate for both of the scattered light waves. The 

exact dispersion relation has been solved numerically for both forward and 

backscattcring.a For a low background electron texnperahrre (& - 1 kcV), the growth 

rate for backscattering is several times that for forward scattering until the density origin 

of the scattering is near nd4 . The growth rates arc equal at quarter-critical because the 

scattered light wave has zero wave number. At high temperatures CT, = 10 keV), the 

growth rates are nearly qual for all densities. 

A set of forward scattering measmments has been performed by Turner et al. 

at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory using the Novette laser systcm.50 The 

incident-laser wavelength was chosen as 0.53 pm to simplify data acquisition. Both 

up- and down-shifted scattering in the forward direction was observed. It was also 

observed that the down-scattered signal was 35 t k s  mon intense than the upscattered 

light. The observed spectrum, when viewed as a function of inferred 

electron-plasma-wave frequency, oepw = f (as - ao), showed that both scattering 

bands originated in the same density range since o ) ~ c $  = dk. The Stokes and 

anti-Stokes modes must be produced at the same density since they are the result of the 

pumplaser wave mixing with the same plasma wave. This is in contrast with 

backward and forward scattering where the two processes are separate and produced as 

the result of the pump wave mixing with different plasma waves at different densities. 

This experiment probably measured scattering that was the result of SRS-C, since the 

laser intensity was above the instability threshold and both the Stokes and anti-Stokes 

modes of the Raman scattering were excited. However, the restriction of the 

down-scatter to a particular finite wavelength band pmbably rtsults from growth on 

ETS enhanced noise. 



These observations arc not in contradiction with the predicted enhanced 

Thomson scattering spectrum. Measurements were not ma& in the spectral band 

where the m S  upscattering band is predicted to occur. For example, the predicted 

upscattering band, for the measured superhot temperature of = 130 keV, lies at a 

shorter wavelength than the observed peak, in a region that was not experimentally 

observed. The wavelength position of the dawn-scattering band is in agreement with 

the ETS theory. Therefore, Turner's results do not contradict ETS theary.59 

A conclusive proof that these alternative theories are inappropriate is the 

presence and position of the upscattmd frequency band. Even though SRS-C mixing 

may produce upscattered light, the anti-Stokes mode is only resonant for propagation 

in the forward direction. Thus, observations in the backwad k t i o n  of upscattered 

light will rule out the possibility of anti-Stokes generation. There is even more 

conclusive proof, however. From the matching conditions, it is obvious that the 

scattered light from the Stokes mode of SRS is in the interval wg < < c@. Since 

the scattering into the anti-Stokes mode is symmetric in frequency, this implies that the 

anti-Stokes scattered light must be in the interval 30012 < as < 00. Therefore,' 

enhanced scattered light from frequencies above 3ad2  cannot come from either 

convective or absolute Raman scattering and can only k a product of enhanced 

Thornson scattering. 



F. Summary 

What is termed "enhanced Tbomson scattering" (ETS) in this dissertation is 

really ordinary Raman scattering whose scattering level at the electrm line is enhanced 

by the presence of externally generated large-amplitude electron-plasma waves. The 

waves are amplified by the presence of superhot or hot electrons created at the quarter- 

critical and critical densities, respectively. This result is obtained by Simon's 

generalization12 of Perkins and Salpeter's theory14 to an unstable and nonuniform 

plasma and includes the effects of a small nonisotropic electron-distribution component 

superimposed on a Maxwellian background plasma. The major result of their work, 

p t l y  mhanced scattering in the two electron-line features, is retained. 

Tbe major assumption of this theory is that enhanced scattering bands will occur 

whenever the denominator of the power spectrum, I(k,o) [Eq. @-go)], becomes 

negative. Note that no attempt has been made to predict the intensity of the scattering or 

to obtain a threshold other than in terms of the fraction of hot or superhot electrons. 

Also required is at least a twetemperature electron distribution, but no crucial details of 

how the hot-electrons are generated have been assumed. Although it is assumed that 

the hot electrons have a velocity spread determined by the background velocity 

distribution, this has been shown, via computations, to have little effect on the scattered 

lightas Tbe effect of the incident laser light an the plasma (by inmasing the oscillation 

velocity, vosc) has been examined by Boyd et. ~1.58 It was shown that the down- 

scattered band may be broadened by higher values of vosc, and that when vosc is above 

the SRS threshold, both ETS and SRS may be prcsent.58 

Other theories that attempt to explain observed scattered light spectra were 

briefly discussed. The production of SRS-A at "scattering sites" that lie at densities 

below nc14 may be able to produce both u p  and down-scatted light, but 'only in the 



Chapter 111: Enhanced Thomson Scattering 
Experiments at 0.53 pm 

An experiment was devised to test the predictions of the enhanced Thomson 

scattering (ETS) t h ~ o r y l a ~ ~  using the single-beam Glass Development Laser (GDL) 

system64~65 at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics. A single-beam laser-plasma 

interaction experiment is a simple and straighfforward test of the ETS theary. For 

example, the use of a single beam eliminates the ambiguity in the deffition of the 

scattering angle that is present when multiple-beam illumination is used. 

Using the GDL system also allowed a choice of irradiation wavelengths, either 

0.35 pm or 0.53 pm. While the ETS theory is equally applicable in either case, 

choosing the longer wavelength simplified the experiment considtrably. The primary 

test of the theory is the observation of upscattered emission bands in the frequency 

range 200 c au c 00, where ou and 00 are, respectively, the frequencies of the 

upscattered band and of the laser. These features had not been systematically studied 

before this experiment. If GDL were operated at 0.35 pm, this up-scattered band 

would lie in the far ultraviolet and its observation would requite the use of special 

optics and detectors. These problems were avoided when the laser wavelength was 

0.53 pm. The longer wavelength does make down-scatte~g measurements more 

difficult because the scattering band (of m u m c y  wd), which is always in the range 

c q j  c coo, is now in the near-infrared region. Special detectors are needed to 

observe radiation at wavelengths greater than 900 nm. This was less than the 

far-ultraviolet measurements nceded for 0.35 pm experiments. 

In this chapter, a brief discussion of the GDL system and the instnumnts used 

to diagnose the experiment is given. More detailed descriptions arc given in 



interval od2 < o, < 3od2. No conclusive supporting experiments or detailed 

theoretical details are yet available on this theory. The SRS-C model was found to be 

unable to explain particulars of the down-scattered bands, the existence of upscattered 

bands in the backward direction, and was also unable to correctly predict the 

experimentally measured intensity threshold. 



Appendix A. A discussion of illumination uniformity (intensity hot spots), which was 

found to have a large effect on the laser-plasma interaction, is included. Scattend light 

spectra were collected by two 114-m s p e c ~ t c r s ,  giving almost complete coverage of 

the optical spectnun from to 200. The electron temperatures were &terminel by 

measuring the x-ray continuum emittcd by the target 

The results of several variations of this experiment are then described. 

Parameters that were changed included the angle of the target, the observation angles of 

the diagnostics, and the use of a streak camera to produce time-resolved down-scattered 

spectra in some situations. In the discussion, the data is compared with the ETS 

predictions and the failure of alternative theories to explain these data is explored. 

Finally, the results of this series of experiments arc summariztd. 

A. Experiment 

A series of experiments using the Glass Development Laser (GDL)64~65 system 

at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics was conducted to observe the u p  and 

down-scattering bands. GDL is a single-beam Nd:glass system that, for this series of 

experiments, delivered up to 200 J at 1.054 p.m. Frequency doubling produced 

on-target energies of up to 60 J at 527 nm. The pulses were Gaussian in time with a 

typical pulse width of 600 ps after frtquency conversion, although some experiments 

were done with 1-ns pulses. The beam was focused onto 50-pm-thick CH targets by 

m fB.6 lens. The x-ray spot s ix  at 10% of the maximum intensity, as measured by an 

aluminum- and beryllium-filtered pinhole camera, was 120 pm at best focus. 

Assuming that the laser spot is also this size implies an average on-met intensity of 

8 x 1014 wlcm*. 



The actual on-target energy at any point in the interaction region may vary 

considerably from the average value due to hot spots in the lasa beam. A typical 

equivalent-target-plane image (ETP) is shown in Figure XII-1. The hot spots may be 

due to damage in the laser amplifier chain or turbulence in the beam path. Besides 

creating a poor far-field distribution themselves, these nonuniformities also lead to 

phase enors at the input of the conversion cells, which may yield substantial spatial 

differences in conversion efficiency, exacerbating problems at the focus of the final 

GDL lens. Peak--valley variations of 100% are not uncommon in these distributions. 

Especially troublesome is filamentation,66 where hot spots of the order of a few 

microns in size may lead to increased levels of Raman scattering. No attempts were 

made to smooth the laser beam using distributed phase plates? beam tubes, or other 

technical fmes. The variable on- targetenergy distribution could cause the production 

of suprathermal electrons to vary h m  one shot to the next. 

Because the scattered-light spectrum from laser-produced plasmas has strong 

emission at even and odd half-harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency, 

precautions were taken to limit the amount of third-harmonic and fundamental energy 

that reached the target. In particular, potential problems were third-harmonic light at 

351 -nm that coincided with 3@ emission when the incident wavelength was 527 nm, 

and resonance absorption of the 1054-nm laser energy. The residual 1054-nm light 

intensity was reduced by the use of an IR-absorber plate, dichroic mirrors, and by the 

chromatic shift of the focusing lens, resulting in I lwm = 10-9 Ijn m. 

Third-harmonic light was produced when the fmt crystal in the conversion cell 

was used to produce green light Some of the green light would mix with the residual 

red light to produce small amounts of 35 1 -nm light even though the second crystal was 

&tuned from maximum efficiency. The amount of 351-nm energy produced in this 
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Figure III-1. Equivalent-target-plane photograph of the GDL green laser beam 
showing "hot spots" that could be generation zones of suprathermal electrons. The 
contours arc at 25,50,75, and 95% of the maximum film density. 



manner was approximately 1 J. Attenuation of this energy was made by the dichroic 

turning mirror and the focusing lens. The chromatic shift of the lens contributed to 

decreasing the blue-intensity that struck the target. Because the 351-nm light does not 

produce hot electrons from resonance absorption as strongly as longer wavelength 

lasers do$3 the effects of the very low intensity 35 1-nm interaction were negligible. 

However, stray 351-nm light was apparent on the up-scattering spectra that were 

measured. During later experiments, the blue light was eliminated by using the second 

crystal in the conversion cell to produce green light. No further mixing of the light 

could take place and so only the 527-nm light, with some residual fundamental light, 

was produced. 

An accurate test of the ETS theory requires measurement of three quantities: the 

spectral positions of the u p  and down-scattering bands, and the "temperature" of the 

three electron components. Several different target and diagnostic orientations were 

used to simplify data acquisition, but they also served to measure the angular variation 

of the scatted light bands. 

Scattered light was collected by two fl13 spherical aluminum mirrors, each- 

subtending a solid angle of 0.028 sr, and imaged onto the entrance slits of two 0.25 m 

spktrometers. The first (UV) spectrometer, which incorporated a cross Cmy-Turner 

design with a 275-mm focal length and used a 600-gmovefmm grating blazed at 300 

nm, was usually tuned to observe the spectrum between 250 and 425 nm in order to 

view the upscattmd feature; the spectrum was recorded on Kodak 2495 film, with a 

resolution of better than 1 nm. The second (IR) spcctrometcr, which was used to view 

the down-scatter at wavelengths longer than 600 nm, was a quarter-meter Ebert 

manochromator equipped with a 170-groovdmrn grating blazed at 500 nm. When used 

to view the time-integrated down-scam, the signal was recordtd on Kodak 4143 High 



Speed IR film The spectral range was limited on the long-wavelength side to 925 nm 

by the fall-off in film response. The short-wavelength side was limited to 570 nm by 

the use of sharpcut long-pass filters to rcduce stray 527-nm light. 

Three different targetlobservation geometries were used. The fmt, Figure 

IIX-2(a), had the laser normally incident onto the target and the mirrors w m  placed at 

135' from the fonvard direction. In this case, the two spectrometers were sampling the 

same obswation angle. The second geomeby Figure IIX-2(b)] had the target tilted at 

45'. The collection mirrors were at the same angles with respect to the laset so that the 

down-scattered spectrum was collected from the direction nonnal to the target and the 

upscattmd spectnun was obswed along the target face (90' sidescatter). The third 

geomeby (Figure IIX-2(c)] employed a similarly tilted target, but only one collection 

mirror was used, sampling along the target normal. The scattered light was directed 

onto the down-scatter spectrometer. A pation of this light was split off by an uncoated 

microscope slick that acted as a 4%-per-surface beam splitter. Only the front surface 

reflectance was directed onto the upscattcr spectrometer. 

The use of an aluminized 10% beam splitter in place of the uncoated glass 

rtduced the down-scatter signal below detectable kvels, implying that the scattmd light 

was polarized. Direct scattering processes, such as enhanced Thomson scattering and 

Raman scattering, will retain a high degree of polarization.45 Secondary emission, 

such as mode conversion, will not be as polarized. 

The IR spectra was also time-resolved for all three geometries (Figure III-3). 

The output of the IR spectrometer was focused onto a streak camera slit by a pair of 

lenses: first, a cylindrical field lens with a 400-mm focal length used to collimate the 

optctrometer output, and second, a convex lens with a 43-mm focal length. The streak 

camera and spectrometer slits were crossed to give both temporal and spectral 



Figure III-2. Three detector/target geometries were used in the experiment. The 
scattered light is collected by two aluminum mirron and focused onto the spectrometer 
slits with an effective f-number of 13. In (a), both the u p  and down-scattering signals 
art observed at 135" from the direction of laser propagation. In (b), h e  target was tilted 
at 45' to the laser with the observation angles unchanged. In (c), signals w m  sampled 
in the dimtion of the tilted target normal. The minors are labeled by M, the 
upscattering (UV) sptctromter by U, the down-scattering (lR) spectrometer by D, the 
beam splitter by BS, and the target by T. 
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Figure III-3. Schematic layout for measuring the time-resolved down-scattering 
spectra. The optics between the streak camera slit and the photocathode were 
wavelength comcted to reduce cbmatic distortion. The u p s c a ~  signal was split 
off fmm the down-scatted by an uncoated glass slide. 



resolution. The optics between the streak camera slit and the photocathode were 

camcted so that the effects of chromatic shifts were reduced. 

An Imacon 675 streak camera, quipped with an S-1 tube whose nominal 

response peaked at 750 nm and fell off rapidJy to either side, becoming 10 times less 

sensitive at 1.05 pm, was used. The S-1 tube was very old and its long-wavelength 

sensitivity had changed, so that at 1 pm the tube response was very poor. Streak data 

was taken at a nominal sweep speed of 100 ps/mm. Due to the finite size of the 

photocathode, the speed window was limited to 450 nm with a resolution of 10 nm 

The dispersion of the spectrometcr/strtak camera combination was determined 

by directing the output of two HeNe l a m ,  operating at wavelengths of 628 and 543.5 

nm, rtsptctively , onto the spectrometer slit. The grating was set so that the first-order 

red and second-order green and red lines could be s e m  on the streak camera image 

intensifier phosphor when in focus mode. For an absolute wavelength fiducial, the IR 

absorber plate was removed from the incident laser beam, the lens was &focused, and 

low energy (e 1-J) irradiances of gold targets, tilted at 22.S0, w m  taken to record the 

unconverted fundamental laser line. The temporal dispersion was calculated by 

measuring the known IR-pulse width. The data was recorded on Kodak Tri-X film, 

whi'ch was push processed to an equivalent ASA of at least 4,000. 

To determine the electron temperature, the x-ray continuum from the target was 

measured and a two- or three-Maxwellian electron distribution was fit to it.43*67 The 

x-ray detectors consisted of nine PIN diodes and six scintillator-photomultiplier tube 

units filtered with various K-dge filters. Caution is advised when interpreting the 

mu16 of this diagnostic. Thc model upon which this diagnostic is based68 assumes 

that- the electrons have a multi-Maxwellian distribution, however, the detector array is 

not sensitive enough to test whether this assumption is valid. Then is some 



experimental evidence that the electrons arc emitted in a nearly monoenergetic b-42 

and that the x-ray continuum generated by a beam would be very similar to that 

generated by a Maxwellian populations9 so that the actual tempemtuxes deduced &Id 

not change appxcciably. In this dissertation, the standard, multi-Maxwellian ~ s u l t s  will 

be used. 

Two other caveats should be noted. The fmt is that the x-ray continuum 

instrument collects the time- and spaceintegrated signal; no infixmation about tht exact 

electron temperatures at any point in space or time is gained. The second caveat is that 

the method used to define the energy window of each detector, Kcdge filtering, is an 

inherently wi&-bandwidth method. That is, the filters &fine a rather narrow band at 

their Kcdge, but the filter is essentially transparent to x rays with a much higher 

energy. This high-energy window is only cut off by the detector's inability to measure 

, such higher-energy x rays. Therefore, the signal at a particular energy may be 

measured by several different detectors. This must be taken into consideration in the 

data reduction routine43.67 by finding a self-consistent fit, assuming the 

multi-Maxwellian distribution and given the measured signal. 

In this experiment, the best results w m  obtained assuming a twc+temperature 

model with cold and suptrhot temperature components. The former is characteristic of 

the dense plasma near n,, while the latter is characteristic of electrons generated by 

nonlinear processes involving plasma waves at or below n,/4. A third, or hot 

component, which is characteristic of interaction phenomena near n, (resonance 

absorption and/or the parametric decay instability) was not observed because its x-ray 

signal was too weak. A typical reduction of the experimental data is shown in Figure 

III-4. The large scatter is caused by uncertainties in the energy window of each 

detector. It should be emphasized that this temperature mtasunmnt is indcpcn&nt of 
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Figure ID-4. A typical fit for the x-ray continuum diagnostic. 



scattered light measurcmmts. 

B. Results 
The results of the time-integrated experiments using the geometry of Figure 

III-2(a) arc reported fmt. The observation angles wen both 13S0, so the observations 

arc affected by refraction, especially the down-scatter measurement. Refraction of 

scattered light waves originating at different densities is included in the enhanced 

Thornson scattering cdculations. Figure III-5 shows three typical spectra. As the 

incident intensity was increased from 7 x 1013 to 4 x 1015 Wlcm* (which would 

cornspond to raising the superhot-electron temperature), the long-wavelength shoulder 

increases in intensity and its long-wavelength cutoff increases. The long-wavelength 

sensitivity of this data is limited because of the extremely sharp cutoff, 925 nm, of the 

Kodak 4143 film used A discussion of the various films used in these experiments is 

contained in Appendix B. Upscattering spectra from this illumination geometry are 

shown in Figure III-6. 

From the presence of the double-peaked 3 w  feature, a signature of the two 

&mon decay instability, on all of the upscattering data taken, it may be inferred that 

superhot electrons were present For example, in Figure III-6, stray 351-nm-laser light 

has obscured one peak of the three-halves fkatm, but the presence of the total feature is 

evident. Also apparent in Figure IIId arc two upscattering bands: one at a shorter 

wavelength than the 3q$2 signal and one at longer wavelengths. Since the amount of 

35 1-nm energy on target was v q  small (<< 1 J), it had no effect on the interaction. In 

lat& experiments (Figures III-11 and III- 12), the residual 35 1-nm light was completely 

eliminated. Thc two upscattering featms are distinctly separated from the thehalves 
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Figure III-5. Time-integrated down-scattering spectra arranged in order of increasing 
incident intensity. The spectral window was limited to 570 < k < 925 nm by cutoff 
filters at 570 nm and by the film sensitivity at 925 ML 
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Figure III-6. Upscattering spectra showjng the 3@ signal and two ETS features that 
arise from a hot component of the electron temperame distribution at 8 to 10 keV and a 
superhot component at 25 to 30 keV. 



spectrum, one to either side. Because of experimental problems in this geometry, no 

down-scattering measurements were taken on the shots on which the upscattering was 

measured (Figure III-6). However, Figure III-5 shows that the down-scattering 

consistently appears in the same spectral range. If it is assumed that the spectra 

presented in these two figures ltre typical and that the gross placement of these bands is 

reproducible, they can be fit using the enhanced Thomson scattering theory, as shown 

in Figure III-7. Estimates of the electron temperatures had to be made since no x-ray 

temperature measurements were ma& for these irradiances. The hot and superhot 

temperatures were estimated to be 7 and 30 keV, respectively, which arc consistent 

with later measurements. By choosing suitable hot-electron fractions, the observed 

spectra of two up-scattered peaks straddling the threehalves feature and a 

down-scattered feature near 700 nm can be self-consistently reproduced. The fourth 

predicted band, above 900 nm, was not observed due to the lack of film sensitivity, 

except for one irradiance (number 10567 in Figure III-5) that was extremely intense and 

overexposed the film. 

Using the same geometry Figure III-2(a)], the down-scattering signal was 

time-resolved, as shown in Figure III-8. The "time-integrated" signal, calculated by 

aveiaging the streaked spectra over time at tach wavelength, shows the down-scattering 

observed at 900 nm and the familiar double-peaked 00/2 feature. By carefully 

inspecting the time-resolved portion of Figure 111-8, it is evident that the down- 

scattering band extends from 900 to 980 nm, in good agreement with Figure ID-7. The 

majority of the scattered-light intensity, however, is in a band that is less than 40 nm 

wide. Due to instrumental restrictions, no data below 800 nm was taken for this series 

of experiments, and no attempt was ma& to correct the spectra for the frequency 

response of the detector assembly. The time-resolved picture shows that the o d 2  



Figure III-7. M c t e d  ETS spectral bands for electron temperature components of 1 ,  
7, and 30 W. The angle of observation is 45"; the target is n o d  to the laser and has 
Z = 3. Refraction of the outgoing ETS light is taken into account using a planar plasma 
blow-off geometry. 
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Figure III-8. Time-resolved down-scattering spectra. The average intensity was 
1 x 1015 ~ l c m 2  in a 1-ns pulse. Note that the he@ signal turns on before the ETS 
signal. 



signal tums on well befon the ETS signal, as expected if TPD creates the <od2 signal 

and the superfast electrons that seed the ETS signal. The down-scattering is of vw 

short duration-less than 200 ps--and turns itself on and off at least twice. In most of 

the ex-ents using this geometry, the 6@ feature was not observed., in many of the 

irradiances, however, the down-scattering was evident and had the same sort of 

temporal history as shown in this figure. 

The half-harmonic signal was not consistently observed for three reasons. 

First, the w 2  emission was strongly peaked in the direction of the density gradient, 

which was not the same as the direction of observation. Second, whatever 6@ signal 

was emitted in the observed direction would be strongly refracted. Finally, since an old 

S-1 streak tube was used, its sensitivity to 1-pm light was very low. 

The experiments using the geometry described by Figure m-2(b) were less 

illuminating. No up-scattcr signal was observed at all, primarily because the 

observations were at 90" from the density gradient. The ETS theory predicts 

up-scattering signals in this geometry only for TSh > 60 keV and then only for 

extremely large hot-electran fractions (of the order of 10%). The down-scattering data. 

was similar to the following, since the down-scattering geometries were the same. 

A series of experiments was conducted using the geometry depicted in Figure 

III-2(c). In this geometry, simultaneous observations were made of the u p  and 

down-scattering in the same direction, along the target normal, which, to a good 

approximation, may be assumed to be the direction of the density gradient. Two 

down-scattmd spectra art presented in Figure III-9. On both, the large 6@ signal can 

be seen because refraction has ken minimized by the choice of target orientation. The 

absence of the splitting is attributed to saturation of the streak camera 

photocathode and the S-1 aging problem already discussed. The position of the 



Figure JII-9. Down-scattered spectra for the same average incident intensity and 
measured electron temperature. The vatiations in thc position of the bands is attributed 
to varying hot spots in the incident laser. 



down-scattering peak is different for these two shots, even though the average 

intensities (8 x 1014 w/cm2) and measured superhot-clectron temperatures arc the 

same. 

These differences arc attributed to hot spots in the on-target energy distribution, 

which varies from irradiance to i.rradiance due to air turbulence in the laser-beam path. 

The 50.nm shift between the two down-scattered spectra in Figure III-9 is consistent 

with a superhot-clectron temperature change of less than 10 kcV, well within the 

experimental uncertainty of the electron-temperature diagnostic. Although not observed 

on the same shots as Figure III-9, a 10.keV temperature change would correspond to a 

10. to 20.nm wavelength shift of the up-scatttred band. The poor dynamic range of the 

recording film (see Appendix B) would make a shift of this magnitude difficult to 

measure because the full-width of the band is not detected. A shift of the wavelength 

corresponding to the peak scattered intensity is not a conclusive signature of a shift of 

the entire band because there arc, as yet, no theoretical predictions of the &tailed 

spectral shape of each band. The hot spots dominate the interaction process &scribed 

here, especially in tmns of the superhot-clectron production and consequently the 

enhanced Thomson scattering signal. The uncertainty in the superhot-electron 

temperatures is greater than the variation in temperame needed to explain the obsmed 

spectra- 

The temporal history of this irradiance, as shown in Figure III-10, is similar to 

Figure 111-8, showing that the same process is being observed. The ETS signal is of 

rboxtcr duration (200 ps) than the C@ signal (700 ps). The half-harmonic signal tums 

an first and the down-scattering occus near its peak. 

An upscattering spectrum taken in this same geometry ( F i p  III-1 1) shows 

the two peaks associated with ETS. The shorter-wavelength peak, identified with 
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Fig& ID-lo. Typical time evolution ~f the down-scattering spectra, which begins 
near the peak of the emission and lasts for about 200 ps. The contours are at 10, 
40,7O, and 90% of peak intensity. 



Figure JII-11. Upscattering spectrum .observed along the density gradient for the 
geometry of Figure ID-2(a). The two upscattering features on either side of the 3 "a2 pcak.rcflcct two electron temperature components with Th = 10 keV and Tsh = 30 ke 



superhot electrons, occurs between 36@ and 2%. The longer-wavelength peak, due 

to hot electrons, occurs near 400 nm. The latter has been obsmed regularly in these 

experiments, while the former was only rarely visible The absence of this peak is due 

presumably to an insufficient number of superfast electrons to produce this band, evm 

though thtn wen enough superfast electtons to produce a measurable x-ray signal. 

A complete description for one particular irradiance is presented in Figure 

m-12. This irradiance had a measured average intensity of 7 x 1014 Wlcrn2 and a 

measured superhot-electron temperature of 17 k V .  A better thcorttical fit was found 

using a superhot-temperature of 30 keV, which is reasonable considering the 

uncertainties in the temperature diagnostic. A superhotelectron fraction of 1% was 

found by comparing the measured down-scatter band with Figure III- 13. This prtdicts 

an up-scatter band between 290 and 350 nm, which corresponds very well with the 

measured peak. Since them was no direct measurement of the hotelectron temperature, 

a temperature of 10 keV was assumed and the second upscatter band, at a wavelength 

longer than 351 nm, was fit with a hot-electron fraction of 1%. This value is below the 

threshold for down-scattering, which is consistent with the observation of only a single 

down-scattering band (from superhot electrons). Therefore, a complete set of data can 

be klf-consistently explained using the ETS theory. 

C. Discussion 

The enhanced Thomson scattering theory &scribes the results very well for 

those irradiances in which a nearly complete set of experhentally measured parameters 

could be obtained. However, in other instances one or more of the pndictcd peaks was 

missing, especially the shorter-wavelength down-scattering band which is associated 



Figure III- 12. Simultaneous u p  and down-scattering spectra. The measured electron 
temperatures for this irradiance were Tc = 1.0 and Tsh = 17 kcV. No hot x-ray 
component was observed for this irradiance by the x-ray temperature diagnostic, 
presumably due to insufficient signal emitted by this com nent relative to the other 
temperature campcmcnts. The incident intensity was 6 x 1 0 ~ ~ / c m 2  in a mps pulse. 
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Figure III-13. Predicted enhanced Thomson scattering bands as observed in the 
direction normal to the target, assuming a three component temperature distribution 
with Tc = 15 ,  Th = 10, and Tsh = 30 keV. The target is tilted at 45" and has Z = 3. 
The laser wavelength is 527 nm. Tht sample spectrum is for a hot-electmn ftaction of 
1% and a superhotclectron fraction of 8%. 



with the hot (but not the superhot) electrons. This may be due to the hotclectron 

fiaction not exceeding the threshold needcd for enhanced scattering. At otha times, the 

upscattering band associated with the superhot electrons was also absent, presumably 

for s i d a r  rtasons. The lack of sufficient numbers of hot or superhot electrons may be 

connected to the lack of hot spots in the laser-beam intensity pattern where the 

thresholds of suprathermal electron-generating instabilities may be more easily 

satisfied. Since only a limited amount of energy was available, the enhancement of the 

electron-plasma waves necessary to produce detectable scattering could only be reached 

in hot spots of the laser beam whert the peak intensity could be many times the average 

intensity. It can be inferred from these measurements that the random distribution of 

hot spots, presumably due to air turbulence, is responsible for the infrequent 

appearance of the short-wavelength upscatter band. The shift in the down-scatter 

bands is consistent with small changes of the supertrotclectron temperature while the 

position of the upscattering band is consistent with either approach. 

Convective stimulated Raman scattering (SRS-C)62 could be invoked to explain 

the existence of some of the scattered features that were observed. As discussed in 

Chapter 11, this interaction takes place in the plasma corona at densities below quarter- 

critical. According to this theory, the signature is a scattering band that should extend 

from the half-harmonic of the laser up to a higher frequency, where it is cut off by 

Landau damping (i.e., near MD - 0.2). Density steepening at the quarter-critical 

surface must be invoked to explain the "gap*' which appears between the down- 

scattering band and the q f 2  feature. In addition, the thcorctical threshold for SRSC is 

usually not exceeded in the intensity region where down-scattering has been seen.l3 

The SRS-C threshold is not reached in these experiments, even for 8:l hot spots, 

which art more intense than those thought to exist in the GDL beam. Stimulated 



Rarnan scattering may occur in filaments at intensities below the SRS threshold,a but 

the multi-peaked spectrum, characteristic of this process, was not observed. 

Stokes mixing has been suggested as an explanation for the existence of .both 

up- and down-scattering bandsso because the conditions for the SRS instability also 

allow coupling to a fourth anti-Stokes EM wave at o; = oo + oep, Normally, the 

amplitude of this wave is small since it is non-resonant. At low plasma densities, and 

for scattering in the forward direction, the degree of off-resonance is rcduccd, and an 

appreciable level can be reached. Note, however, that the frequency of this wave lies 

above the laser frequency by the same amount as the down-scattered wave is below it, 

and cannot exceed 3w. Since the dispersion relation for the up-scatted EM wave 

will not be satisfied at the density where the instability occurs, some propagation of the 

plasma wave toward a different density will have to be invoked so that the scattered 

wave will be observable. 

The observations cannot be explained by Stokes mixing since (a) the scattering 

bands were not symmetric (see Figure III- 12 where a scale in terms of ~ p , / ~  has 

bem added for convenience), (b) spectral features above the three-halves harmonic 

w m  observed (Figures III-6 and III-11) (a region inaccessible to Stokes mixing), and 

(c) .the observations in the backscatter direction am incompatible with the resonant 

condition for up-scattered light since the plasmon wave vector would be too large. 

D. Summary 

A series of experiments was conducted to observe the scat ted light spectrum 

from a 527-nm laser-produced plasma. Three features were observed: one was 

down-scattered fiom the laser ffcquency and two wen up-scattered, cmc on either side 



of the three-halves feature. Using several different irradiation and observation 

geometries, the down-scattered spectra was temporally resolved. In addition, the 

continuum x-ray spectra was independently measured and corresponding electron 

temperatures w m  detamhed. Good agreement with the enhanced Thornon scattering 

model was found if it was assumed that the electron velocity distribution can be 

described by three components: a cold Maxwellian background with Tc = IS keV, a 

hot directed beam (moving both up and down the density gradient) mated as a by- 

product of resonance absorption or the parametric decay instability at n, with < 10 

keV, and a superhot directed beam (again, moving up and down the density gradient) 

mated by either the two plasmon decay instability or the absolute SRS instability at 

n,/4 with uTs< > 15 keV. The presence of hot electrons from resonance absorption 

could be i n f e d  from the scattered light spectrum even though the x-ray diagnostic 

was not sensitive enough to detect them. The appearance of hot spots of grcatcr than 

average intensity in the laser beam had to be invoked in order to explain shot-to-shot 

variations in the spectral position of the down-scattered band. These variations were 

not observed in the upscattmd spectrum, possibly due to the poor dynamic range of 

the recording film used. It was also shown that convective stimulated Raman 

scattering, or the anti-Stokes component of SRS, does not provide an adequate 

explanation of the observed spectra. 



Chapter IV: Long-Scale-Length Experiments 

There are many differences between the single-beam GDL system and the 

multi-beam systems envisaged for commercial ICF power plants. The three principal 

differences in the laser-driver are the wavelength, energy, and pulse duration. The 

laser wavelength must be less than 0.53 pm to avoid the mation of "fast," or "hot" 

electrons that preheat the fusion fuel and prevent efficient compression. The energy 

must be high to implode the large fuel pellets to be used in power plants, and the pulse 

duration must be long to reduce the fluence, or intensity per unit ama, on the optical 

elements of the laser system 

A long laser pulse incident on a large target will produce a large plasma, with a 

scale length, L (E n/[an/ax]), of about 10,000 laser wavelengths. The simulation of an 

intense "interaction" beam with a long-scale-length plasma was the goal of an 

experimental series conducted on the Nova laser system at Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory. A complete set of diagnostics was available to test the enhanced 

Thomson scattering theory in a long-scale-length plasma, marc typical of a reactor-type 

interaction than were the experiments on GDL. The diagnostics were time-resolved 

optical spectrometers, one tuned to the spectra between oo and od2, and one to 

measure the upscattering spectra Electron-temperature measurements were also made. 

This chapter describes those experiments, beginning with a brief description of 

the Nova laser system (more detail follows in Appendix C) and the method used to 

produce a long-scale-length plasma. Also, the diagnostics deployed in this experiment 

arc briefly discussed (with more detailed descriptions in Appendix C). Results from 

the three primary diagnostics arc then presented and the spectra froni "interaction" shots 



and "null" shots (where the "interaction" beam is not fued) arc compared. The ETS 

theory is shown to be in agreement with the experiments while alternate explanations 

fail to be adequate descriptions. Finally, the key results of these experiments are 

summarized. 

A. Experiment 

The Nova laser system is the most powerful in the world. Located at Lawrcnce 

Livermore National Laboratory, Nova was designed to "address critical issues for 

evaluating the feasibility of inertial confinement fusion ... and to perform a wide range 

of high energy density plasma physics experiments."69 The ten-beam laser has a 

master oscillator power amplifier structure operating at a wavelength of 1.054 pm. 

Several different oscillators arc used to produce pulses that vary in duration (100 ps to 

several ns) and temporal shape (Gaussian, square, or "picket fence"). The amplifier 

chain consists of many stages of rod and disk amplifiers; the final disk amplifier is 46 

cm in diameter. Each beam is then expanded to 74 cm and frequency doubled (to 0.53 

p) or tripled (to 0.35 pn) before being focused onto the target with fl4 lenses to a 

minkurn spot diameter of 100 pm. The maximum energy of each beam is 15 Id. The 

ten beams are divided into "West" and "East" clusters of five beams each. One cluster 

enters the target chamber from each side, with the five beams equally spaced around a 

cone with an opening angle of 100'. The two cones arc rotated with respect to each 

other so that no two beams are directly cwnter propagating. 

Beam timing is adjusted with optical-trombone delay lines. There is one for 

each cluster and then another for each beam. Relative timing changes arc verified with 

two streak cameras equipped with CCD camMas for real-time monitoring. Each streak 



camera monitors the five beams of a cluster, a fiducial for absolute synchronization, 

and a comb generator used far temporal dispersion calibration. A third streak camera 

monitors the master oscillator pulse, a fiducial, and a comb gemator. 

When these experiments were performed, the maximum amount of 1.054-pm 

energy was limited to 80 kJ by platinum inclusions in the disk-amplifier glass. 

Consequently, the maximurn third-harmonic, on-target energy was 20 kJ in a 2-11s-long 

square pulse. Because of the long cooling time of the disk amplifiers at the end of the 

amplifier chain, the repetition rate of the entire system was limited to two full-system 

shots and one partial-system shot per twelve-hour workday. 

The plan of the experiments was to use nine of the Nova beams as low 

intensity, "heating" beams to create a long-scale-length plasma and to then use the tenth 

beam as a timc-delayed, high-intensity, "interaction" beam. Specifically, the goal was 

to create a plasma with an on-axis scale length of 5,000 laser wavelengths at one-tenth 

critical at the beginning of the interaction beam pulse. This goal was a compromise 

between the desire to simulate a reactor plasma that will have a scale length of 10,000 

and limits imposed by the maximum amount of delay available in each beam line. 

The scale length was estimated using the similarity solutions of the ideal hydrodynamic 

equations as derived by h d o n  and ~osenfo with the experimental parameters of laser 

intensity, pulse duration, target thickness, and target composition as initial conditions. 

No experimental data was taken to mnfm this estimate. 

The optical delays were set as shown in Figure N- I. The west cluster reached 

the target first, with all five beams timed to arrive simultaneously. Four of the east 

beams were firtd after a &lay of 1.3 ns. The fifth, or interaction bean, was further 

delayed to anive at the target 2.7 ns after the west beams. The timing was verified by 

comparing the shift between the fiducial and the leading edge of the pulse fiom each 
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Figure IV-1. The cluster and beam timing offsets were designed to produce a 
long-scale-length plasma. The square Uer pulse was 2 ns wide with Imps rising and 
falling edges. 



beam from a long-scale-length shot with the shift from an implosion shot. The 

implosion shot was intended to have each beam arrive at the target simultantously, but 

the accuracy of the timing on this reference shot was not known. 

All of the beams were focused ahead of the target so that each beam was 

diverging at the target plane. Because a lower intensity was desired from the heating 

beams, they were purposefully defocused to give a spot size of 650 pn. The 

interaction beam was more tightly focused to a 250-pn spot size. The intensity in the 

overlap region was approximated by simply summing the intensity of each beam at the 

target plane. The target was placed perpendicular to the axis of the two cones so that 

each beam (including the interaction beam) was at a 50" angle to the target normal, as 

shown in Figure N-2. 

The 0.35 1-nm on-target intensity was 1 x 1015 Wlcm2 on the west side of the 

target. Since there were only four heating beams on the east side, the intensity was 

8 x 1014 ~ l c m 2 .  The more tightly focused interaction beam had an intensity of 

1.6 x 1015 Wlcm2. 

The targets were thin CH foils that wen stretched between two wires. The first 

target tried was 12 pm thick. The short-wavelength edge of the down-scattered 

spectrum showed decreasing and then increasing densities of the scattering sites. These 

inconsistencies were not understood and caused a switch to 15-p-thick targets, which 

eliminated the inconsistencies and gave a longer scale-length plasma. Plastic foils were 

used because a low-density laser plasma will expand faster, thereby giving a longer 

scale length. Also, reactor targets are projected to have a plastic outer layer71 

The main diagnostics for this experiment were SOS-I and SOS-11. (The 

acronym stands for Streaked Qptical Spectrometer.) Each SOS was a 0.22-m 

spectrometer with the spectra time resolved by an optical st& camera of Livennore 



Figure IV-2. The heating beams struck the target from both sides. The beams were 
each 50" from the target narmal. 



design. Each camera had a time resolution of approximately 100 ps.72 The 

spectrometers were on the east side of the chamber, each at an angle of 25' fiom the 

target normal and 27' from the interaction beam (i.e., 27' from the backscattered 

direction). Thus, each spectrometer (Figure IV-3) was out of the plane determined by 

the target normal and the interaction beam, but the two were symmetrically located. 

The two spectrometers did not have a common absolute temporal reference, but a 

reasonable approximation about their relative timing was made by assuming that the 

up-scattering began when the east beams were fired. This led to consistent temporal 

histories for both sptra.  

SOS-II was designated the upscattering spectrometer and was set to observe 

spectra around the three-halves harmonic wavelength of 234 nm. The 

1200-grooveslmm grating, blazed at 250 nm, was chosen to give peak light 

transmission efficiency and gtxxl resolution while retaining a large enough spectral field 

of view (65 nm) to contain the upscattering and three-halves features within it. 

The down-scattering spectrometer, SOS-I, had a much larger spectral field of 

view to observe the spectra from less than 400 nm to more than 700 nm (w). 
The third major diagnostic was a fdter-fluorescer electron x-ray continuum 

spectrometer (FFLEX).~~ This diagnostic consisted of ten K-edge-fdtmd diodes and 

PMT's and another ten filter-fluorescer channels. b a t e d  on the opposite side of the 

target normal from the interaction beam, FFLEX measured an appximation to the cold 

and superhotclectron temperatures. Although a filter-fluorescer detector has a much 

narrower energy bandwidth than a K-edge filter, interpretation of FFLEX data is 

subject to the same caveats that arc attached to the GDL electron x-ray continuum 

measurements that have already been discussed in Chapter IU. 

Other diagnostics w m  also deployed. Although these measurtments will not 
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Figure IV-3. The scattered light was collecttd by two 114-m spectrometen and time- 
resolved by streak cameras. These were 27" from the interaction beam and 18" out of 
the plant defined by the interaction beam and the target normal. 



be quoted in this dissertation, they served as a qualitative check on the understanding of 

the plasma expansion and subsequent development. For instance, the results of the 

22X device, a Wolter x-ray microscope with a streak camera output, could be 

qualitatively modelled by LASNEX,~~ the standard Livermore hydrodynamics 

computer code. 

A pair of instruments gave the time history of several discrete bands of optical 

and x-ray emission. OP-XRAY was a three-channel x-ray spectrometer with pass 

bands at 0.7, 15, and 2.5 keV. OX-OPT measurtd the time-resolved emission from 

four channels: ~ 0 1 2 ,  oo, 30012, and the 400- to 600-nm band (with residual, 

unconverted, 0.53-pm radiation blocked with a filter). The last channel was meant to 

measure the temporal behavior of the light scattered by SRS. 

The SOP, or streaked optical pyrometcr, was instead used as a 30012 

time-resolved, one-dimensional imager by kplacement of the usual wavelength 

defining filter stack with a 3 q j 2  bandpass filter. Since 3cq-~l2 emission is a signature 

of the %I4 surface,75 this gave a time history of the expansion and burn-through of the 

quarter-critical surface which is where superhot electrons are generated by two plasmon 

decay. 

Two other diagnostics were also important: SOS-IV and the EBM's. SOS-IV 

measured the Brillouin backscattered light from the interaction beam as well as from 

one other angle. The EBM's, or energy balance modules?6 were photodiodes that 

separately measured the time-integrated energy reflected at the fundamental (351 nrn) 

and in the SRS band. There were approximately forty pairs of diodes m y c d  around 

the chamber, covering all angles except direct backscatter into the interaction beam. 

The total amount of Raman-scatted light was estimated by calculating the solid angle 

of tach photodiode and then assigning the signal from each diode a weight that 



corresponded to the solid angle between that diode and the nearest neighboring 

diodes.77 

In &r to frnd the amount of Raman light generated by the interaction beam 

only, two kinds of shots wcn attempted. The first was the usual intetaction shot. The 

second was t e n d  a ''null" shot because the interaction beam was not propagated to the 

target In all other respects, the shots wcn identical. By subtracting the Raman energy 

generated by a null shot from that generated by an interaction shot, the Raman light 

created by the interaction of the interaction beam with a long-scale-length plasma was 

measured. The fraction of Raman scattered light was found to be approximately 10% 

to 20% of the energy in the interaction beam,f* not much higher than for 

short-scale-length interactions. This is an important piece of evidence for the feasibility 

of inereial confinement fusion. 

The shots for which a useable and complete set of data has been compiled are 

Listed in Table IV-1. Problems with diagnostics, and especially with beam timing, are 

the muons for the low yield of useable shots. 

B. . Results 

The primary rtsult of this chapter is shown in Figure IV-4. In it, the temporal 

and spectral histories of the upscattering and down-scattering from the same interaction 

shot arc shown. The important result of this figure is that the temporal histories of the 

u p  and down-scattering bands are well-conelated with each other and with the 

high-intensity interaction beam. Both streaked spectra arc complex and deserve a 

detailed discussion, beginning with the upscattend spectra. 

First, the stray Light bands must be ignored. This light was eliminated in later 



Table IV-1: Long-Scale-Length Shots at LLNL 

Shot Number 18012007 18012904 1 8020407 
?Lpc of Shot Null Interaction Null 

Number of Beams 9 10 8 

Relative Timing (ns) 

west 0.0 0.0 0.0 
East 1.3 1.3 1.3 

Interaction 2.8 

351-nm Energy (k J) 

West 7.1 9.9 9.3 
East 5.9 7.3 7.3 

Interaction 0.0 2.1 0.0 
Total 13.0 19.4 16.6 

Intensity (X 1014 WIcm2) 

West 7.7 
East 6.4 

Interaction 0.0 

Electron Temperatures (key) 

Cold Tempe- 2.5 
Superhot Temperature 25 
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Figure IV-4. Time-resolved specmi from the interaction shot. The relative timing of 
the clusters is shown in the center. Tbe smy-light bands in the up-scatter spectrum 
should be disregarded. The up-scatter intensity contom anc at 1.5, and 10% of the 
maximum intensity while the down-scattering contours are at 5, 10. and 15% of 
ma7cimum. 



shots. Then, the correlation between the timing of the laser and the appearance of 

intense scattering bands should be noted. Initially, no scattering is seen when the west 

beams arc fired because the target has not yet burned-through. (SAGE calculations 

show that the target bums through at approximately 2 ns.79) When the east cluster 

turns on, broad-band scattering is immediately seen because the diagnostics are on the 

same side of the target as the east cluster. This is enhanced Thomson scattering. This 

scattering lasts for less than 1 ns because the plasma is rapidly evolving. The plasma 

becomes underdense at approximately the same time that this burst of scattering ends. 

Another pulse of ETS light is seen when the interaction beam, also on the same side of 

the target as the diagnostics, turns on. The scattered light does not last throughout the 

duration of the interaction beam because by that time, the plasma has essentially 

disappeared. 

The presence of 3w2 scattering in these streak photographs indirectly shows 

the presence of superhot electrons. Scattering at 300/2 is primarily caused by the 

nonlinear coupling between an incident laser photon (at wg) and a plasmon of frequency 

m. Higher order processes, such as a thne-plasmon interaction, or a 2q) photon 

coupling with a plasmon, are also possible, but are considerably weaker.75 No matter 

which of the processes is invoked, mixing with CQ-JZ~ plasmons is required. The source 

of these plasmons can only be the two plasmon decay instability. The TPD instability 

is expected to be present because its threshold is low, much less than the threshold for 

SRS-A SRS-C,5' 

The threshold intensity is  IT^, - 1014 ~ / c m 2  for the conditions of this plasma with Tc 

1 2.6 keV, which is much less than the intensity of any of the laser beams. If the 



electron temperature were lower, the threshold would also fall (e.g. if Tc - 1 keV then 

ITPD - 4 x 1013 wlcm2). Thus, the TPD instability is easily excited in a 

long-scale-length plasma produced by a 351-nm laser. The presence of 3a0/2 

scattering is a confirmation of this and also that a quarter-critical density surface exists 

since TPD can only occur in the vicinity of w4. 

Superhot electrons are produced by either SRS-A at the peak of a parabolic 

density profde$9 (the profile here) or by SRS-A or TPD at the quarter-critical surface. 

Thrte-halves emission shows that TPD is excited and is therefore producing superhot 

electrons. The presence of the thrte-halves scattering is evident in Figure IV-4. It 

begins as soon as the east beams turn on and does not end until almost the end of the 

interaction pulse (Figure IV3). The growth, saturation, and decay of the upscattering 

signal follows the changes in the level of 3@ scattering very closely. In particular, 

there is no upscattering after the 3aq$2 signal ends; that is, the scattering ends when 

the superhot-electron production ends. 

The location of the quarter-critical surface is also important. SAGE 

simulations, Figure IV-6, show that the foil bums through, on-axis, approximately 2, 

ns into the shot and that the peak plasma density, on-axis, falls below quarter-critical 

very quickly after that (in a few hundred picoseconds). The same qualitative features 

ate reproduced with the hydrodynamic similarity solution of London and Rosen.70 The 

quarter-critical surface must then be off-axis, and be a part of the cold finger of 

non-ablatcd material shown at the top of Figure IV-7. The actual Nova beams are 

focused with f14 lenses while the SAGE simulations were performed with an fll beam 

representing each cluster of five beams. It is not expected that these simulations will 

exactly model the interaction, but they do serve as a general guide. LASNEX 

simulations also show the colder, denser material near the beam. Although the part of 
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Figure IV-5. Ternpod lineouts show the good correlation between the upscattering 
band and 3@ radiation. 
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Figure IV-6. SAGE dculations show that, on-axis, the target burns-through in less 
than 2 ns and that, on-axis, the quarter-critical surface disappears a few hundred 
picoseconds after that. 
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Figure IV-7. Although the target bums through quite early, at the time of the 
int.eraction pulse, higher density areas remain off-axis. The isodensity contours 
represent changes of a factor of 2 of ye density. The lowest contour represents a 
density of 0.002~. 



the Nova beam containing most of the beam energy misses these denser regions, the 

beam has very large wings8() that may have enough energy to produce the 3q$2 light 

and the s u w o t  electrons. 

The time-resolved down-scattering is also shown in F i g w  IV-4. Correlation 

with the upscattering spectrum is readily seen. The fiducial is 527-nm light that has 

not been converted in the tripling crystals, reflected by the target support stalk. The 

fiducial from the west beams is seen first, b e f o ~  any signal is seen in the upscattering 

spectrometer. This is because the upscattering signal, which originates on the far side 

of the target, is masked from the spectrometer until the target burns-through. On the 

other hand, the fiducial light is reflected h m  the target support frame, from either 

above or to the side of the target, and is not blocked by the target. The turn-on of the 

east and interaction beams is easily seen. 

The correlation between the upscattered band at 254 nrn and the down-scattered 

band at 569 nm is shown in Figure TV-8. The relative timing between the two spectra 

is estimated to be within 100 ps. Scattering of stray green light h m  the target support 

structure gave the absolute calibration of the down-scattering to the sequence of laser 

pulses. The absolute timing of the upscattered spectra was estimated from the onset of 

the 'stray light h m  the interaction beam and checked against the observation of ETS 

with the co-ent of the east beam inadiation. 

T h m  seem to be two peaks in the down-scattering spectrum that are conelated 

with the up-scattering due to the interaction pulse. Although then is a relative 

minimum in the up-scattering corresponding to the minimum between the two 

down-scattering peaks, thm art no laser or plasma parameters that arc changing at that 

time. There dots not seem to be any down-scattering above the noise level when the 

east-cluster irradiation begins. 
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Figure W-8. The down-scattering at 569 nm and the up-scattering at 254 nm are 
well-correlated in time, and both immtdiately grow when the interaction beam turns on. 
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Figure IV-9. Time-resolved spectra from a null shot where the interaction beam was 
not used Intensity contour levels are at 1.5. and 1096 of the maximum intensity. 



The interaction shot can be contrasted with a null shot, Figun IV-9, where the 

interaction pulse was not fved The second null shot was similar to the one presented 

in Figure IV-9. These sptctra, being taken later in the experimental campaign, have 

much less stray light and are easier to interpret. The down-scattering shows only a 

single burst when the east beams are fired The down-scattering temporal history of the 

interaction and null shots are the same until the interaction beam is fined. The 

up-scattering also appears similar. The three-halves feature is still in existence from 

near the beginning of the pulse throughout the duration of the heating beam's pulse. 

The ETS signal at longer wavelengths than the three-halves, however, lasts slightly 

longer than on the interaction shot. The temporal history of the upscattering in the null 

shot is shown to be similar to the interaction shot in Figure TV-10. The upscattcring in 

the two shots begins at the same time, reach comparable intensity levels, and the rise 

and fall times are similar. There is no more upscattering after the last heating beam 

turns off. These two shots show that while the interaction beam mates distinct ETS 

up- and down-scattered bands, the initial heating beams also create ETS scattering 

bands. 

The electron temperatures inferred by FFLEX are included in Table IV-1. All 

shots were reasonably fit with two temperatures; an example is shown as Figure IV-11. 

The cold-electron temperatures, due to collisional absorption of the laser light, varied 

between 2.5 and 2.8 keV. The superhot temperature, from processes at the 

quarter-critical surface, varied betwcen 21 and 30 keV. Generally, the interaction shots 

seem to have had higher supertrot temperatures, but all of the measurements subject 

to uncertainties. The cold temperatures could vary more because only two detector 

channels (5-7 and 7-9 keV) determined the cold tcmpcratm. 

Although the best fits were with two temperatures, several shots w m  initially 
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Figure IV-10. Temponl lineouts of up-scattering at the same wavelength, 254 nm, 
from the null and interaction shots show the nproducibility of the heating phase of the 
shot and highlight the scattering c a d  by the interaction beam 
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Figure IV- 1 1. The time-integrated electron tempentuxes for the interaction shot wen 
deduced by fitting a bi-Maxwellian distribution to the x-ray continuum energy 
rncasunments. 



fit with three temperatures - a hot-electron temperature was included. When these 

were recalculated for two temperatures, no apparent degradation in the fit was seen. A 

two temperature fit is more plausible since it is expected that the level of rcson'ance 

absorption, the source of the hot electrons, is greatly reduced in 351-nm-laser 

id ia t ion  as opposed to 527-nm-laser irradiation.43 

C. Discussion 

As was shown in the previous section, the differences between the interaction 

and null shots were as expected. Both the measured superhot- and cold-electron 

temperatures were slightly higher for the interaction shot. Both the up- and 

down-scattered spectra were also similar until the time when the interaction beam fd. 

For the null shot, Figure N-9, the interaction ended, but for the interaction shot, Figure 

IV-4, both three-halves harmonic and enhanced Thomson scattering were evident until 

near the end of the interaction pulse. Both of the down-scattering spectra showed a 

burst of light when the east cluster fmd, correlated in time with the appearance of an 

upscattered ETS band. The null shot shows just this one down-scattered feature, but 

the interaction shot shows another down-scattered band when the interaction beam is 

fmd. 

The location of these scattering bands will now be compared to the theory 

developed in Chapter 11. A spectam of the interaction shot at 3.6 ns is presented in 

Figure IV-12. Note that the wavelength scales are different and that the relative 

intensity scales each have different arbitrary units. The upscattcring spectrum shows a 

large, narrow peak at approximately 254 nm. The peak is much more intense than the 

3- signal. The down-scattering is a very broad, intense scattering band between 
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Figure N-13. The ETS predictions for. the interaction shot show that a hot-electron 
fraction of - 10-3 is a good fit to the spectrum of Figure N-12. 



approximately 500 and 600 urn. It is consistent with the ETS theory that the 

upscattering band is much narrower than the down-scattering band 

The predicted enhanced scattering bands arc shown in Figure N-13. With a 

hot-electron fraction of fh = 10-3, the fit is in reasonably good agreement with the 

measured spectrum. Theory predicts an up-scattering band at a slightly shorter 

wavelength than was observed. This could be due to a more complicated refraction 

than was modelled in the calculation. The cold-electron temperature that gave the best 

fit  to the data, 1 keV, was not the same as the measured value of 2.8 keV. The cold 

temperature is much lower because FFLEX is a time-integrated (over the entire 

interaction) as well as a spatially-averaged measurement and varies depending on 

irradiation energy and electron density, as well as many other factors. The 

cold-electron temperature varies throughout the plasma corona at any given time. The 

suprathermal electrons, however, are expected to have approximately the same 

temperature throughout the corona. The real temperatures of interest arc the 

time-averaged temperatures averaged over only a relatively short interval irnmcdiately 

before the time of interest. SAGE calculations, Figure N-14, show that at 3.6 ns into 

the interaction, the electron temperatures are much lower than the FFLEX 

measurement. Off-axis, where the quartercritical-density surface is, the temperature is 

about 1 keV. In the rest of the interaction region, the temperature is between 0.5 and 

15 keV, a small enough range to have Little effect on the ETS fit. 

In ETS, the incident laser Light scatters from plasma waves enhanced by the 

presence of bursts of suprathermal electrons. The plasma waves that are enhanced have 

1 phase velocity equal to the velocity of the electron burst. Therefore, the scattwcd light 

should be symmetric in electron-plasma-wave phase-velocity space. In particular, the 

scattered light should be symmetric in the phase velocity that is calculakd by only 
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Figure 1'-14. SAGE calculations show that the bulk electron temperature of the 
plasma is approximately 1 keV during the interaction pulse. The target was initially at 
the center of the horizontal axis and was assumed to be of inf'i'iite extent vertically. The 
interaction beam is incident from the right-hand side of the simulation framt. 



considering the component of that is along the density gradient; 

Even though the fnquency-matching conditions, 

05=mo* uIpw r 

are symmetric in fiequency shift (the + sign refers to upscattering), the only scattering 

that will be enhanced is that which has the correct phase velocity. The frequency shift 

of the scattered light will not be symmetric if the u p  and down-scattering spectra are 

measured at the same angle with respect to the laser dircctian. The following argument 

shows this. The measured fiequency of the upscattered light is, by definition, greater 

than the down-scattered light. This means that the up-scattered wave vector, and 

consequently the electron-plasma wave vector, will also be larger. The u p  and 

down-scattering spectra are thus sampling different plasma waves. However, because 

it is assumed that the electrons have been emitted in monoenergetic, unidirectional 

bursts, the phase velocities of the electron-plasma waves must still be the same. This 

also means that the electron-plasma-wave frequencies will differ, so that, from Eq. 

(TV-3), the scattered light will not be symmetric in scattered light fnquency. For the 

same reason, the scattering will not be symmetric in electron-plasma wave vector space. 

Direct comparison to the ETS theory can be made in phase-velocity space. 

Figure TV-15 plots the scattered-light intensity as a function of phase velocity for the 

data pnsentcd in Figure TV-12. Overlaid arc the ETS-predicted bands calculated for a 

bot temperature of 26 keV. It is readily apparent that the majority of the down-scattered 

light is fit by the ETS theory. There is some additional scattering from 

high-phase-velocity plasma waves (long-wavelength scattered light). This extra 

scattered light may be at the noise level of the streak camera, or it may be the result of 
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Figure TV-15. Direct comparison to ETS theory may be made in phase-velocity space. 
The spectra arrt plotttd in terms of the absolute value of the electron-plasma-wave phase 
velocity in the direction of the density gradient. The theory is in good agreement with 
the measurements. 



some other plasma process. 

The upscattered light is also reproduced by the theory. The low-phasc-velocity 

(long-wavelength) cutoff is accurately reproduced, but the high-phase-velocity cutoff is 

not. A consistent feature of almost all of the spectra examined is that when the 

down-scattering peak is correctly fit in terms of the electron temperatures and the 

hot-electron fraction, the upscattering band does not extend to wavelengths as shm as 

predicted. This is a counter-intuitive result because upscattered light (in this geometry) 

originates from electron-plasma waves that are propagating out of the plasma. 

Suprathennal electrons are assumed to be emitted in this same direction and then 

reflected by sheaths at low electron densities. Because the electrons must lose some 

energy as they traverse the plasma, it is reasonable to assume that the electrons flowing 

towards lower density would bave a higher energy (velocity) than those that have been 

nflccted once. This means that the phase velocities of the plasma waves contributing to 

up-scattering should be higher than those directed into the plasma that contribute to 

down-scattering. From this argument, the scattmd light is expected to be asymmetrical 

with the phase velocity shift corresponding to the energy loss of the electrons. The 

spectra shown in Figure TV-15 show that just the reverse shift was measund. Thm 

must be some cutoff mechanism that will self-consistently reproduce the observed 

spectra. 

Because the bulk of this plasma is below nc/4, it m a y  be possible that no 

scattering is seen from higher phase velocities because there is too little plasma at the 

appropriate density. This ccmjoctut requires an examination of the &nsity at the origin 

of the scattering. Figure N- 16 once again rcprduces the spectra of Figure IV- 12, but 

this time in tmns of the density required to satisfy the frtquency- and wave-matching 

conditions. 'Ihe down-scattered light comes from electron densities between 0.03 and 
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0.2 Q. The lower fiequency of the down-scattered light qu i res  a smaller kW, which 

in turn, requires a smaller plasma fiequency. The up-scatted light occurs at much 

higher densities, between 0.1 and 0.22 n,. Again, this is r e q u i d  to satisfy the 

matching conditions. It should be noted here that both u p  and down-scattering can 

occur at many other densities than those presented in Figure N-16. It is the placement 

of the optical diagnostics that restricts the scattering to the density ranges observed. 

Also, while the two spectra were not collected by the same diagnostic, the two 

spectrometers were sy mmctrically placed with respect to the interaction beam and the 

target normal. 

A sharp plasma-density cutoff at 0.2 n, would explain the upscattered spectrum 

because higher phase velocities come from denser plasma for both up- and 

down-scattering. For the observed spectra to match ETS predictions, it would be 

necessary to observe up-scattering from densities greater than 0.3 q-, while no 

scattering was observed from densities greater than about 0.2 nc. A sharp 

plasma-density cutoff would not be a factor in the down-scattered spectrum. It has 

already been i n f d  from the existence of 3@ emission that a quarter-critical density 

surface exists in the plasma. However, by comparing a Nova beam intensity prof11e80 

to the density distribution @cted by a SAGE simulation, Figure N-7, it is apparent 

that the threshold for the two plasmon decay instability, which is the mechanism that 

occurs only at nd4 and produces 3@ emission, is only marginally satisfied. This is 

especially true after the east and west clusters turn off, as is shown in Figure IV-5 by 

the drop in 3@ emission. The majority of the laser energy encounters plasma that is 

much less dense than ~ 1 4 .  The most intense scattering (see Figure N-16) occurs at 

densities near %/lo. lhis  is consistent with the experimental design goal of producing 

a large plasma whose peak on-axis density, during the interaction pulse, was ncllO. 



Higher densities arc assumed to be produced only near the remains of the "cold finger" 

of target material that extends into the low density region. Because the ETS theory, in 

its present form, dots not make any predictions of the spectral shape or level of 

scattering, it is possible that the laser intensity at the nc!4 surface may be high -ugh to 

excite the TPD instability, but still be low enough that enhanced Thomson scattering 

will not be observable. 

As discussed in Chapter II, stimulated Raman scattering has been suggested as 

an alternative theory to explain the complicated spectra that were observed. The 

upscattered light would be the anti-Stokes line of SRS. Because both the Stokes and 

anti-Stokes lines a~ produced by the pump wave mixing with the same electron-plasma 

wave, the two modes will be scattered in different directions as a consequence of 

momentum consemation An ideal test for this mechanism would obstrve the scattered 

light at two different angles so that the same electron-plasma wave satisfies both 

matching conditions. If SRS were the cause of both scattering bands, the scattered 

light would be symmetric in frequency shift from the laser frequency. Unfortunately, it 

was not possible to perfonn this test. Figure N-17 shows that the upscattered light 

was the result of scattering from plasma waves that had a significantly larger wave 

number than did those plasma waves leading to the obstrved down-scatter signal. The 

electron-plasma-wave frequencies deduced from the spectra of Figure W-12, as 

suggested in Reference 50, arc reproduced in Figure N-18. Although the frequency 

up-scattered peak lies within the fraquency range of the down-scattering band, the 

shape and size of the two bands arc diffmnt. The upscattered band, as predicted by 

ETS theory, is much narrower than the down-scattered band Figure N-16 shows that 

the electron densities observed are different for the two bands, or equivalently, the 

plasma frequencies at the origin of the scattering are diffmnt. The frequency of the 
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Figure IV-17. The upscattering and doqm-scattering bands are scattered by different 
plasma waves. 
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Figure IV-18. The electron-plasma-wave hquencies implied by the relation @ = f 
y, show that these spectra arc dacult to explain in terms of Stokes mixing. The 
spectra is the same as is in Figure N- 12. 



electron-plasma wave is approximately equal to the plasma frequency at the origin of 

the scattering because the thermal comction tenn, 3vyw, is small. Nothing can be 

determined from these plots about Stokeslanti-Stokes generation in the plasma.' It is 

unlikely that this type of emission was seen, however, because the production of 

frequency upscattered light is usually limited to the forward direction w h m  the small 

value of the electron-plasma wave vector makes the anti-Stokes made resonant. The 

backwards anti-Stokes made is not produced because the large electron-plasma wave 

vector is non-resonant for this direction. 

The enhanced Thomson scattering during the interaction beam pulse varies in 

intensity (Figures N-5, TV-8, N-10) and in spectral width as shown in Figure N-19. 

The band begins as a narrow, low-intensity signal, increases in width and in intensity 

as more hot electrons are generated and enhance the plasma waves, and ends as a very 

intense band that is somewhat narrower. The evolution of the width of the band, 

although very small, may give an indication of the temporal evolution of the 

background electron temperature. Figure TV-19 shows that the specmil width of the 

band may be roughly correlated with a changing cold temperature. The width of the 

down-scatted band also increased and then decrtased, although the magnitudes of the 

spectral widths were not reproduced as well by the ETS predictions. 

The width of the band varies because at low cold-electron temperatures, the 

reverse-slope resonance region is very small. As the background temperature is 

increased, the enhancement region gets larger until the bumpon-tail portion of the 

electron distribution function begins to overlap the background distribution. At still 

higher temperatures, the resonance region completely disappears. Many assumptions 

rre built into the curve presented in Figure TV-19. For example, it was assumed that 

the hotclectron fraction and the hotclectrcm temperature remained constant throughout 
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the pulse. These are clearly unrealistic. Another problem is that the ETS theory does 

not really predict the edge of the Mhanced scattesing region very well, The actual width 

of the band may be limited by the detection threshold of the diagnostic. This type of 

analysis should only be used as a guide to the physics occurring in the plasma, rather 

than as a detailed temperam diagnostic. 

The early pulse of upscattered light that occurs in the interaction shot (Figure 

IV-20) when the east cluster fires is also explained by the ETS theory. The 

upscattering consists of a wide shoulder above the 3 w 2  radiation that is an order of 

magnitude more intense than the scattering below 30012. At the same time, the 

down-scattering consists of a wide, low-intensity shoulder between approximately 500 

and 600 nm. The interaction pulse has not yet fmd, but the other nine beams are still 

on. Each of these beams contributes to the scattering. Scattering from the west beams 

is not considered because geometrical effects would place the scattering well outside the 

observed wavelength range. The remaining four beams of the cast cluster arc separated 

from the diagnostics by angles between 39 and 74 degrees. Under the same 

temperature conditions, the predicted scattering band from each beam is essentially the 

same. The high-phase-velocity edge is fued by the hotclectron temperature and is the 

same for each beam. The low-phase-velocity edge varies over a range of 1 1 nm for the 

down-scattering and 6 nrn for the upscattering. A typical calculated set of bands is 

shown in Figure IV-20. As has already been seen in the scattering resulting fiom the 

interaction beam, the bands calculated fiom the mcasurcd electron temperatures (T,h = 

26 and Tc = 2.6 keV) overestimate the amount of short-wavelength up-scattering and 

underestimate the amount of long-wavelength down-scattering. The measured width of 

the down-scattering is also larger than expected. Although the details of the 

observations are not reproduced exactly by the ETS theory, the approximate spectral 
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Figure IV-20. The pulse of light that occurs in the interaction shot is modelled by ETS. 
Shown are the predictions for the measwed temperaturns with Tc = 2.6 keV. In this 
case, the fit is insensitive to exactly which of the four east beams is being scatted. 
The interaction beam has not yet been firtd. 



positions of the observed scattering is in agreement with the theory. 

The scattering from the null shot (Figures N-9  and N-21) is more difficult to 

interpret. A single down-scattered band is emitted when the cast beams fmt irrsdiate 

the target. It is not seen earlier because the west beams are on the other side of the 

target from the detectors. It turns off because the plasma density has fallen below nc/4 

and there is no source of suprathermal electrons. The down-scattering extends to 

longer wavelengths than in the interaction shot. The up-scattered emission begins 

almost as soon as the west irradiation begins and does not end until the cast beams have 

ended. The spectral position is also slightly different; h m ,  the band extends from the 

three-halves feature to 255 nm. Thus, both bands are shifted to higher phase velocities 

than in the interaction shot, even though the measured superhot-electron temperature 

was lower for the null shot and the laser parameters w m  the same. 

The upscattered band cannot be explained by enhanced Thomson scattering 

emanating from a west beam because only beamline 1 is predicted to produce any 

upscatter, and then at wavelengths well above those that were observed. Unlike the 

interaction shot, scattering from the east beams would reproduce the up-scattering 

spectrum quite well. The full extent of the down-scattering, however, would not be 

reproduced. Stimulated Raman scattering may k an alternative explanation for this 

spectrum. 

D. Summary 

In conclusion, the enhanced Thomson scattering bands from an 

u1ti.a-long-scale-length plasma were observed. The spectral position of these bands is 

in agreement with theory. Three-halves harmonic emission from the plasma, which 



Figure IV-21. Scattering fiom the null shot during east beam irradiation. 



implies the presence of superhot electrons, was also observed throughout the duration 

of the interaction. The ETS upscattering emission disappeared when the 3ud2 

emission ended. Null shots were also taken and showed that the interaction beam was 

creating ETS and 3@ signals. Earlier in the interaction, ETS from just the heating 

beams could be seen in both the interaction and null shots. Time-integrated 

electron-temperature measurements were made and were found to overestimate the 

instantaneous coldelectron temperature, as compared to SAGE calculations, late in the 

interaction. Poor agreement was found between the observed spectra and the 

predictions of either an absolute or a convective stimulated Raman scattering 

mechanism The anti-Stokes line of either process was not identified. 



Chapter V: Single-Beam Experiments at 0.35 pm 

In conjunction with the long-scale-length interaction campaign carried out at 

Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory, three single-bcam shots w m  made to test a 

diagnostic of the stimulated Brillouin instability. The three primary ETS diagnostics 

(up and down-scattering spectrometers and electron temperature diagnostic) w m  able 

to "piggyback" on these shots. This allowed a direct comparison to the GDL 

experiment with five important differences. First, the laser wavelength was shorter 

(351 nm) which meant that thm would be no "hotn electrons, only "superhot" ones, 

because the level of resonance absorption is reduced. Secand, the on-target energy was 

much higher (2.3 U) which would produce more Thomson scattered light. Third, the 

higher intensity produced honer suprathermal electrons. Fourth, the plasma scale 

length was longer because the targets were much thinner. Fifth, and finally, a complete 

set of diagnostics was used allowing both u p  and down-scattering to be temporally 

resolved. 

In the rest of this chapter, the experimental parameters are defined and the 

spectra from the three target shots arc presented. The ETS theory is then shown to 

successfully model the data. In addition, emission from stimulated Raman scattering 

was observed and the distinction between scattering from ETS and h m  SRS is made. 

This chapter concludes by summarizing the evidence for ETS in single-beam, 

0.35-w-las~r plasmas. 



A. Experiment 

Three target shots comprised this experiment. Two of the targets were 

3-p-thick pieces of mylar -3.5) and the third was a dpm-thick gold target.' The 

experiment was perfarmed using a single beam of the Nova laser system. This was the 

beamline that was used as the interaction beam in the experiments described in the 

previous chapter. The pulse length was 1 ns in a square pulse. The laser-spot size was 

250 p ,  which implied an on-target intensity of approximately 4.8 x 10IS Wlcm2. The 

planar targets were oriented normally to the laser beam. The same diagnostics that were 

employed in the long-scale-length experiments were used. Namely, FFLEX for 

electron temperatures and two spectrally-resolved optical streak cameras at 27" fiom the 

target normal were used. 

B. Results 

Although ostensibly identical shots, the two 3-pm-thick plastic foil shots 

produced very different scattered-light spectra. The first, shot 18012208, shows 

three-halves harmonic emission from the start of the laser pulse that lasts about 300 ps 

(Figure V-I). This is consistent with SAGE simulations79 that show burn-through at 

225 ps (the nc/4 surface burns-through at 300 ps, on-axis) and LILAC simulations*l 

that show burn-through between 250 and 300 ps. At 254 nm, a wavelength where 

enhanced Thomson scattering was previously observed, the scattered light was less 

than 5% as intense as that at 3@. The peak of this scattering also occwrcd later than 

the three-halves peak. This is consistent with the supposition that superhot electrons 

mated at the quarter-critical density are responsible for enhanced scattering. The peak 

of the down-scattering occurred 200 ps after the upscattcring peak. 



Shot 1801 2208 
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Figure V-1. Temporal evolution of a CH-target shot. The down-scatter emission 
 pal^ 200 ps itm the 3 q j 2  emission dbcs. 



The scattered-light spectrum from shot 1801 2208 (Figure V-2). at 

approximately 0.5 ns into the interaction, sbows that the three-halves signal is the 

dominant featwe in the observed spectral region and that the scattering at 254 nm is a 

part of the 3cool2 signal. The down-scattered signal shows two distinct peaks, one 

between 550 and 600 MI and one between 650 and 702 nm Splitting of the q $ 2  

signal (at 702 nm) is not apparent. 

The second shot, 18012906, shown in Figure V-3, has some discrepancies, 

particularly in the three-halves emission that shows two distinct emission periods. The 

half-harmonic feature, like the three-halves a signature of two plasmon decay, is 

correlated with the fmt peak. Upscattering at 254 nm is delayed slightly with respect 

to the 3cwj2 signal and the down-scattering (at 569 nm) peaks at the minimum of the 

3 w 2  signal. 

The scattered-light spectra, as well as the time evolution of the 3 q j 2  signal, of 

shot 18012906 differs from shot 18012208. The spectrum also changes drastically 

during the irradiation. Two different times will be considered. Time I is at the first 

peak of the 3 w 2  emission and Time II is at the second peak. Time I upscattering 

(Figure V-4) shows 3 w 2  emission (cf. Figure V-3) and a very strong ETS scattering 

band that is 16 times more intense than the three-halves. Time 11 upscattering (Figure 

V-5) has a 3 w 2  peak comparable in intensity to Time I (again, cf. Figure V-3) and a 

much weaker remnant of the ETS band at 254 nm. The down-scattered spectrum has 

also shifted. Figure V-4 shows that at Time I, the down-scattering occurs in one large 

band that starts near 500 nm but does nor extend to 700 nm, being cut off at 690 nm. 

The q j 2  signal is distinct and separated from the ETS signal. At the later Time II 

(Figure V-5), the peak of the down-scattering band has shifted to shorter wavelengths 

and, although the band also cuts off at 500 nm, the long wavelength edge is cut off at a 



Figure V-2. This CH-target shot shows 3@ emission, ETS near ~($2, and an SRS 
band near 600 nm. 



Shot 18012906 
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Figure V-3. Anomalous double-peaked behavior of the 300/2 signal. The 
upscattering is correlated with the first peak. Half-harmonic emission occurs earlier 
than the down-scattering does. 



Figurc V-4. At the fmt peak of 3@ emission, an unmistakable ETS band is present 
in the upscattering. Only the SRS band is identifiable in the down-scattering. 



Figure V-5. At the second time, the upscattering has diminished in intensity. The 
down-scattering now shows two strong peaks. The vertical scale of the upscattered 
spectrum is ten times smaller than in the previous figure. The down-scattering 
spectrum has the same scale. 



much shorter wavelength, 650 nm. The shape has also changed. 

The Au target presents an opportunity to test the effects of target Z on ETS 

scattering. The scattered-light spectmm is presented in Figure V-6. The three-halves 

harmonic partly obscures the presence of an ETS band in the upscattering spectrum. 

The down-scanaing was mostly limited to a well-defmcd band between 600 and 700 

nm. There is also a small band, distinct from the most intense scattering, at longer 

wavelengths than 700 nm (at lower frequencies than 00/2). The origin of this 

scattering band is unknown. 

Table V-1 summarizes the laser conditions and the measured 

suprathermal-electron temperatures for the three single-beam shots. The electron 

temperatures are more suspect than they were for the multi-beam shots because of large 

scatter from each &&tor. There is no known rtason for the large scatter. The cold 

temperatures ate, as always, questionable because only two &tectors were used to fix 

this component. In general, however, the electron tempemtures were much higher than 

in the multi-beam shots. These "exploding-foil" targets had less mass than the multi- 

beam shots and the laser intensity was higher because of the shorter pulse length. Shot 

18012906 had measured cold and superhot temperatures of 5.5 and 31 keV, 

rtspectively, while shot 18012208 had a superhot temperature of 40 keV. No cold 

temperature was measured for this shot. The Au target produced a higher superhot 

temperature (49 kcV) and a lower cold temperature (4.6 h V )  than the CH targets did. 



Fig& V-6. The Au target shows no SRS band in the downrattcring. An ETS band 
may tie discerned in the upscanning spectrum 



Table V-1: Single-Beam Shots at LLNL 

Shot Number 18010809 1801 2208 18012906 
Target Material Au CH CH 

Target Thickness @m) 6 3 3 

351-nm Energy (kJ) 2.4 2.3 2.2 

Intensity (x lo1* w/cm2) 48 48 45 

Electron Temperatures (keV) 

Cold Temperatwe 4.6 - 5.5 
Superhot Temperature 49 40 *31 

Ionization State (Z)** 26 to 35 3.5 3.5 

* Large scatter 

** Determined from LILAC simulations81 



C. Discussion 

Two different processes appear to be occurring in these shots: enhanced 

Thomson scattering (ETS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The ETS process 

is especially evident in the down-scattmd spectrum of shot 18012208 (Figure V-2). 

The long-wavelength peak, between 600 and 700 nm can be reproduced using the 

measured superhot temperature of 40 keV. Because a cold temperature could not be 

determined from the x-ray data, it was assumed to be the same as the second shot, 5.5 

keV. The quality of this fit is shown in Figure V-7 where the phase velocities of the 

scattering electron-plasma waves are plotted. In general, the agreement is quite good, 

especially for the lowiphase-velocity (short-wavelength) cutoff. The upscattered 

signal is predicted to be outside the wavelength range of observation between 

wavelengths of 185 and 210 nm. 

The second down-scattered peak, between 550 and 600 nm, may be due to 

stimulated Raman scattering. The density profile of a thin foil may be considered to be 

parabolic at the highest density with an exponential tail on the laser-irradiated side. 

Figure V-8 shows the two different scale lengths involved. The density profile shown. 

is from a LILAC simulation just after the foil burns-through. The parabolic part of the 

profile has a scale length, Lp, qua l  to 55 pn where the profile was assumed to be 

5 2 n = no(1 -x Lp). The exponential part of the plasma has the profile n = qexp(-rR) 

with L = 190 pm. The exponential scale length (L) is used in the comparison of this 

experiment with those described in Chapters III and TV. In a parabolic profde, the SRS 

intensity threshold is given by*2 

where and Lp are expressed in microns, T, in eV, and the critical density is nc. For 
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Figure V-7. The down-scattering from a CH-target is well-modelled by the ETS 
theory. A comparison between the theory and the absolute magnitude of the 
electron-plasma-wave phase velocity in the h t i o n  of the density gradient is shown in 
(a). In (b), it is seen that the down-scattering is from densities below nc/4. 



Density Profile at Burn-Through 

Position (pm) 

Figure V-8. When the plasma burns-through at 225 pa, a parabolic scale length of 55 
pm and an exponential scale length of 1 9 0  pxn are present in the plasma. The density 
prof~le is from a LILAC simulation. 



the conditions of shot 18012208 (using n/nc = 0.08 as suggested by Figw V-7[b]), 

the intensity threshold is 2 x 1015 Wlcm2. As Eq. (V-1) shows, the threshold is lower 

at higher peak densities. As the irradiation continues, the peak density falls and the 

entin plasma can be characterized by a parabolic profile. Figw V-9 shows that at 500 

ps, the peak density is about 0.1211~ and the parabolic scale length is 680 pn. Thc SRS 

intensity threshold is then 6 x 1013 and is easily satisfied. The linear threshold is 

1.5 x 1015 for the laser-irradiated (x>O) side of the target. Considering just the 

intensity threshold implies that any SRS observed is thus much more likely to be 

caused by the density profile being parabolic than any other cause, although the 

linear-profile threshold is also satisfied. 

For Raman scattering, the electron density at the origin of the scattering 

detcnnines the scattered-light frequency. Working backwards from the dispersion 

relation, 

shows that the scattering is from the density range O.O5nC to 0.11%. It also follows 

that the peak scattered-light intensity, which occurs at 0.08nc, corresponds to the 

density where the Raman gain is the largest. In a parabolic profile, this is at the peak 

density so that as the peak density falls, the scattered light should shift to shorter 

wavelengths (higher frequencies). This is not the case here. The Raman band remains 

fixed in wavelength throughout the interaction. This implies that because SRS is 

occuning at a fmed density, the linear-profile case is applicable, contrary to the 

intensity threshold implications of a parabolic pfi le.  

Stimulated Raman scattMing may also provide a source of superhot electrons, if 

the instability is absolute. Tht instability is absolute at the q44 density surface, but this 

would produce emission with frequency w, which was not s m .  Stimulated Raman 



Density Profile at 500 ps 
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Figure V-9.. At 500 ps into the same LILAC simulation, the peak dmsity has fallen 
below nc18 and the plasma has a parabolic scale length of 680 pm. 



scattering at the extremum of an underdense target is also absolutely unstable83aS and 

produces radiation at a frequency given by Eq. (V-2). The superhot electtons produced 

may certainly have a different characteristic temperature than those produced by two 

plasmon decay so that it is possible that two superhot temperatures may simultamously 

exist in the plasma. The FFLEX temperature diagnostic would not necessarily be able 

to mtaSurt  both C M p O n t n t S .  

The second CH-target shot, 18012906, also had the same Raman band seen in 

Figure V-4 with no apparent ETS band. The measured electron temperatures (Tc = 5.5 

keV and Tsh = 31 keV) predict upscattering at wavelengths below 210 nm and 

down-scattering above 500 nm. Enhanced scattering was not observed at either 

wavelength band. The upscatted signal, however, has a strong ETS band at 

approximately 254 nm. This corresponds to scattering from electron-plasma waves 

enhanced by 15 keV electrons with a 1 keV background. The corresponding 

down-scattering band occurs between 480 and 580 nm. In Figure V-4, at time I, this 

band overlaps the Raman signal and the two may not be differentiated. At time II, 

shown in Figure V-5, two peaks may be disccmcd in the down-scattered spectrum. 

Although the width of the band is the same, peaks at 550 and 600 nm arc now evident. 

The 550-nrn peak is the ETS band and the longer wavelength peak is the same Raman 

band as before. The upscattered spectra shows that the 254-nm peak has decreased in 

intensity to a level below the 3@ signal. The down-scatter lags behind the upscatter 

in both CH-target shots, shown in Figures V-1 and V-3. 

The Au-target shot shows still different behavior. The upscattering consists of 

the three-halves feature joined with an ETS feature at wavelengths slightly less than in 

the CH shots. The down-scattexing peak is much closer to 702 nm, which coatsponds 

to scattering from Q4.  The peak, however, is not at exactly w; it is separated from 



by approximately 40 nm. While it is tempting to identify this band as produced by 

SRS at %I4 and lower densities, its origin is more logically explained by ETS. The 

wavelength position of the band is similar to that measured fiom a CH target, Figure 

V-2. This is expected because target Z has little effect on the position of the ETS 

bands. The gap near %I4 could be due to profile steepening, but is more readily 

explained by the finite velocity of the suprathermal electrons. 

The SRS band is absent because the Au target will not burn-through during the 

laser pulse so that a parabolic profile is never fonncd. The larger mass of the Au target 

also reduced the plasma scale length. The absence of scattered light from the 

quarter-critical surface, where the SRS growth rate is highest, implies that the SRS 

threshold may only be surpassed in hot spots. Even where the threshold is satisfied, 

the growth rate is reduced by the shorter scale length. The entin spectrum may be 

explained by enhanced Thomson scattering rather than stimulated Raman scattering. 

D. Summary 

Intense, single-beam, 351-nm irradiations of thin CH and Au targets were 

made. The measured cold- and superhotclectron temperatures w m  much higher than 

in the multi-beam, long-scale-length experiments. The exponential scale length was 

&tamined from LILAC simulations to be approximately 190 pm. The scattered-light 

spectra showed that both enhanced Thomson scattering and stimulated Raman 

scattmhg wcrc present. The ETS ~ c t i c m s ,  using the measured temperature, were in 

good agreement with one CH-target experiment. Much lower temperatures needed to 

be invoked in ordcr to model the other two target shots. However, the shift of the 

scatted light in the CH target is consistent with a decreased electron temperature. A 



lower temperature was indeed measured on this shot. The peak of the down-scattering 

was found to lag behind the upscattering by about 200 ps. 

Raman scattering, peaked at 600 nm, was observed on the two CH shots. The 

wavelength of the scattering band did not shift even as the peak plasma density drapped 

from overdense to below O.lnc. This is inconsistent with SRS from a parabolic profile 

because the largest emission is exptcttd from the peak density where the instability 

growth rate is highest. A shift to lower wavelengths is therefore expected. The 

intensity threshold for SRS, for both parabolic and linear density pmfrle plasmas, was 

exceeded 

Thc Au target showed the same ETS signal but had almost no SRS signal. The 

target did not burn-through and the shorter scale length, because of the larger target 

mass, i n d  the SRS threshold to an inaccessible value. 



Chapter VI: Discussion and Conclusion 

The enhanced Thomson scattering theory (ETS) has been shown, in the three 

different experiments reported in this dissertation, to accurately reproduce the 

scattered-light spectrum between the laser frequency half-harmonics from a 

submicron-laser plasma interaction. In particular, the ETS theory accurately reproduces 

the position of the down-scattered band, the appearance and position of the upscattered 

band, and explains the appearance of both scattered-light bands even below the 

convective stimulated Raman scattering theory threshold. The three experiments w m  

able to test the ETS theory under widely varying plasma conditions. The success of the 

theory in modelling the expcrimcntal results is presented below. The possible causes of 

measured deviations from the theoretical calculations are then discussed. Surprisingly, 

many of the approximations and assumptions of the model are quite reasonable and 

relaxing them would have little effect on the predicted spectrum. This model is 

remarkably robust, being applicable to experiments whose scale lengths vary over two 

orders of magnitude, whose superhot-electron temperatures vary by a factor of 2, 

whose pump laser wavelength was either 0.527 or 0.35 1 pm, and whose average laser 

intensity varies by a factor of 6. 

A. Success of Theory 
Enhanced Tbomson scattering (ETS), as used in this dissertation, describes the 

non-stimulated Raman scattering of laser light from electrondensity fluctuations in a 

plasma which have been enhanced by tbt pnsence of suprathmnal elect~ms.1213 This 



process is diffefcnt than stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), the coupling between the 

laser and plasma waves, which is an instability, has a threshold intensity, and whose 

p w t h  rate is nodincar. Tht ETS t h q  has successfully modelled wperimcnts under 

three different plasma conditions. Using only measured electron temperatures, or the 

temperatures calculated in simulations, the theory was able to successfully reproduce 

the spectral positions of both the upshifted and down-shifted scathed-light bands. 

The differing laser and plasma conditions of the three experiments ate contained 

in Table M-1. The fmt experiment was a low-energy, low-intensity, single-beam 

experiment using the GDL system at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics at the 

University of Rochester. The laser wavelength was 0.527 p. Thick CH targets that 

produced a scale length of 80 gm were used. Up-scattered light was only rarely 

observed because the nominal on-target intensity was too low to produce enough 

superhot electrons to a m p w  density variations and enhance the scattered-light level. 

The up-scattering observed in this experiments (as in Figure 111-6) is postulated to be 

caused by the presence of random hot spots in the laser beam whm the intensity may 

be several times higher than nominal. Only in the hot spots may enough superhot 

electrons be produced to initiate the upscattcring of ETS. The up-scattering was also 

difficult to detect because of the poor dynamic range of the film (Kodalr 2495) uscd to 

mord the spectra. 

Down-scattered light was observed (Figure III-5) on every shot. Because 

down-scattering has a lower superhotclcctron fraction than upscattcring does, it was 

expected that down-scattering would occur more o f ! .  

The data was modelled very well by the ETS thtary. Simultaneous up- and 

down-scatted spectra arc shown in Figure III-8. The scattering bands due to superhot 

electrons were in nasonable agreement with the actual temperature measurement, given 



Table VI-1: Tvpical Plasma Conditions 

Series LLE 

i2larw III 

Laser System GDL 
Laser Wavelength (nm) 527 

Number of Beams 1 
Pulse Shape Gaussian 

Pulse h g t h  (ns) 0.6 
-BY (2n 60 

Intensity (x 1014 Wlcm ) 8 

Target Material CH 
Target Thickness (pn) 50 

scale Length 6-m 80 
Scale Length &) 150 

Cold Temperature 1.5 
Hot Temperature St010 

Superfiot Temperature > 15 

Long-Scale- Single-Beam 
Length 

IV v 

Nova Nova 
35 1 35 1 

10 1 
square 

2 
Squ= 

1 
19,000 2,300 

9 48 



the accuracy of the x-ray diagnostic. In addition, the presence of resonance absorption 

electrons of less than 10 keV was i n f d  from the presence of a sccand upscattering 

bmd.32 This elecbon component was impossible to detect with the Conf~guration of the 

x-ray diagnostic. While the superhot down-scattering thrtsbold was less than the 

upscattering threshold, the reverse was true for the hotclectron threshold. Thenfore, 

the hot-upscattering band was produced, but the corresponding down-scattering band 

was not because of the high hotclccm threshold of this band. 

The second experiment utilized the high power and flexibility of the Nova laser 

system at the Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory. Nine Nova beams, operating 

at 0.351 p, formed a long-scale-length plasma. The tenth, or interaction, beam was 

delayed until the plasma scale length was estimated to be 5,0002.0. Simultaneous 

time-resolved measurements of both the u p  and down-scattered-light spectrum were 

made; an example is shown in Figure IV-4. Enhanced Thomson scattering from both 

the heating beams and the interaction beam was observed. The predicted width and 

position of the bands were in good agreement with the measurements, as illustrated in 

Figure IV-15. Because the two spectra were observed at the same angle with rtspect to 

the symmetry axis of the laser, the observed scattering originated at different densities, 

Figure N-16, and scattered from different electron-plasma waves, Figure IV-17. 

These considerations w m  taken into account in producing the predictions of Figure 

N-15. It should be emphasized that a plot of the calculated scattering bands, like 

Figure 11-4, bas no inherent symmetry in tmns of electron-plasma-wave frequency, 

density at the origin of scattering, or wavelength. The theory only calculates the 

d g  in one direction, assuming that all electron-plasma waves exist at all densities 

below critical dtnsity. 

The final set of experiments was performed using a single arm of the Nova 



laser. These experiments produced a hot, medium-scale-length plasma because the 

laser intensity was higher (5 x 101s w/cm2) and the wavelength shorter (0.351 pm) 

than in the GDL experiments. ETS was observed on two CH-target shots and one 

Au-target shot The two CH targets did not behave exactly the same. The spectrum an 

one could be modelled with the measured temperatures, Figure V-7, but the second 

r e q u i d  temperatures below those measured. The temperature of the second shot was 

measured to be lower, however, so that qualitatively, the behavior was as expected. 

Another down-scatted band, attributed to stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), 

was present in both CH-target shots. The intensity threshold and growth rate of SRS 

depends on whether the dmsity profile is parabolic or linear. The highest growth rate 

in a parabolic profde occurs at the peak density whcrc the instability is absolute. For 

the targets in these experiments, the parabolic-thresholds wcre more easily met. The 

scatted-light frequency is proportional to the density at the origin of scattering, for 

either a parabolic or linear profde. The scattered-wavelength peak did not shift during 

the interaction, as would be expected if the peak dmsity of plasma wcre demasing as 

the plasma burned-through, implying that the density was not parabolic. This. 

anomalous result is not understood. 

The Raman band was absent in the Au-target shot (Figure V-6) although the 

mS bands were easily discemable. The larger target mass clcmascd the sound speed, 

reducing the scale length and preventing the formation of a parabolic profde. No 

Raman thresholds w m  then exceeded. 



B. Deviations from the Theory 
Although the enhanced Thomson scattering theory was able to reproduce the 

spectral positions of the two scattered-light bands, the high- and low-phase-velocity 

cutoffs were not always exactly right Comparisons between expcrimtnt and theory are 

most easily made in phase-velocity space of the elactron-plasma wave. Because of 

limitations in the image analysis software and in the photographic film used as 

detectors, detailed comparisons of the GDL data could not bc ma&. In general, 

however, the width of the scattering bands is overestimated. More detailed 

comparisons can be made with the data taken at Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory. The calculated spectrum is companxl to the actual data in Figure IV-12. It 

is apparent that although the spectral positions of the two bands are contctly 

reproduced, the width of the bands is overestimated in the upscattering and 

undcnstimatcd in the down-scattering. This is shown mom explicitly in Figure IV-15, 

where the scattering is plotted in tcnns of phase velocity. The down-scattering is 

actually in better agreement with the t h q  than was evident fiom Figure TV-12. The 

upscattering does not extend to phase velocities as high as thw predicted. 

The single-beam shots also show some of these problems. The 

down-scattering, shown in Figure V-7, extends to higher phase velocities than 

predicted. Many of the theoretical calculations require an asymmetric phase velocity 

distribution to correctly, and simultaneously, match both the u p  and the down- 

scattering spectra. In the rest of this section, s t v d  of the assumptions made about the 

laser plasma, in both the derivation of the ETS theory and the application of the thcory 

to the experiments, will bc examined. 

The fmt assumption examined is the effcct of a tilted density gradient It was 

assumed that the plasma density gradient was perpendicular to the target plane for all of 



the ETS calculated spectra and phase-velocity plots. Relaxing this assumption would 

change only the magnitude of the observed electron-plasma wave vector. While the 

direction of b,,, is different for u p  and down-scattering, the difference is small, and 

this comction to the phase velocity would be small. Not only is it a small correction, it 

would also tend to shift both scattering bands towards higher, or both to lower, phase 

velocities, and the shift would be of tk same magnitudt. Because an asymmetric shift 

of the upscattering band is needed to reproduce the data, this correction is not 

important. 

The fmite angular extent of the irradiating beam may affect the wavelength range 

of the scatted-light bands and must be considered. In order to achieve high intensities 

at the target plane, the laser beams must be focused to a small spot. Both the GDL and 

Nova beams were focused using optics as fast as fl3.6, which cornsponds to an 

opening angle of 16" for each beam. All of the experiment-to-model comparisons in 

this dissertation we= made assuming that the angle of interest was the angle between 

the observation angle and the center of the beam. For instance, the Nova diagnostics 

were 27" from the axis of the interaction beam Scattering from other oblique rays may 

also be important. 

The center ray docs provi& a good approximation to the average ray, although 

different parts of the laser beam scatter from different electron-plasma waves. The 

denominator of the scattered power spectrum M s .  (11-1 10) to (XI-1 13)], which 

determines w h m  a scattMing band is possible, depends only weakly on the angles of 

observation and the target nannal, so that &vialions of a few &grees do not make large 

changes in the position of the scattered-light band. Rays closer to the observation 

direction arc more backscattered than other rays. At other angles, the scattering 

electron-plasma waves may be traveling in a dinction that is m m  closely the direction 



of the density gradient. These waves will have higher phase velocitie~ in the 

density-gradient direction, implying scattering at different frequencies. The closer the 

direction of propagation of the electron-plasma waves is to the density gradient, the 

lower the number of suprathermal electrons needed to produce scattering. This may 

also affect the shape of the scatted-light spectrum, because while the number of 

suprathermal electrons in a given plasma volume is fixed, the amount of amplification 

of each electron-plasma wave depends on its wave vector. The amount that each 

electron-plasma wave is above threshold will vary from one ray to the next, which may 

explain why one portion of the scattad-light band is amplified more than another. The 

finite divergence of the laser beam causes the scattering bands to widen slightly and 

may partly explain the spectral s h q ~  of the bands. 

The ETS t hew assumes that the suprathermal electrons arc produced in a 

monoenergetic, unidirectional burst traveling down the density gradient. Light is 

scattered by electron-plasma waves that travel at all differcnt directions with mptct to 

the density gradient. Each is enhanced by the suprathermal electrons in a certain way. 

Relaxing the unidirectional assumption would mean that each electron-plasma wave 

would be enhanced differently, but tach would still exist in the plasma. Each plasma 

wave would still scatter the wave at the same frequency, but the scattered-light intensity 

at that frtquency would vary. Therefore, this assumption has no effect on the spectral 

positions of the bands, but only on the spectral shape of each band, for which no 

theory has been advanced 

Numerical calculations have shown that allowing the suprathermal electron 

distribution to have a finite energy width has little effect on the scattered light.63 

Intuitively, it is expected that a non-monoenergetic beam would produce wider 

acattcting bands because the reverse-slope region for growth of the plasma waves 



would be increased. Relaxation of either ar both of these assumptions would not 

explain the asymmetry seen in the scatted-light spectrum because each effects the 

resonance region of plasma waves. Each would either increase the width of the 

scattering bands symmetrically, or shift each band in a symmetric fashion. 

The high-phase-velocity cutoff may be underestimated, especially for the 

down-scattering as in Figure V-7, because the very high phase velocities of the 

electron-plasma waves comspond to relativistic electron velocities. Modifications to 

the ETS theory may be required to explain this long-wavelength cutoff. The down- 

scattering is also troublesome because the high-phase velocities comspond to scattering 

fiom plasma densities near nc/4, the maximum density allowed for Raman scattering. 

The co1.d background electron temperature, as well as the suprathermal electron 

tempmatwe, may vary. The primary manifestation of the c o l d c l a c ~  component is in 

the width of the scattering band. One case is shown in Figure N-19. For low Tc, the 

scattering band is narrow because the region of reverse-slope growth is small. As Tc 

increases, the band broadens until the suprathermal velocity distribution and the cold 

velocity distribution functions begin to overlap. The bands then begin to narrow again 

because the reverse-slope region is merging with the background distributian. 

If the cold temperature has some spread in value in the plasma, then some 

weighted sum would need to be considered to produce the comct scattering-band 

width. In general, however, the change in width is small for small deviations ( S O % )  

of the cold temperature. Thc hot-electron threshold may also vary as a function of Tc, 

but again, this is a relatively small effect for small temperature changes. 

Inherent to the ETS model arc directed-velocity beams of electrons traversing 

the plasma in both directions. It is assumed that suprathermal electrons arc reflected at 

electrostatic sheaths at both underdense and overdense boundaries of the plasma.1213 



Because enhanced scattering cannot take place at densities where there arc no hot 

electrons, the positions of the sheaths become important. As an example, r sheath 

capable of reflecting 26-kev-supcrhot electrons at a density of 0.05nc would explain the 

low-phase-velocity cutoffs of both the u p  and down-scattering of Figure IV-16, the 

long-scale-length interaction shot. A more detailed analysis is needed. Note that the 

sheaths more readily explain the low-phase-velocity cutoff than the high-phase-velocity 

cutoff. 

One deficiency in both the ETS theory and the experiments presented in this 

dissertation is the lack of a dtf~tion for the edge of a scattering band. In Chapter II, it 

was assumed that a scattering band would be psible  whenever the denominator of the 

scattered power expression was negative. It is not clear how the wavelength 

dependence of the amplitude of the scattered wave relates to the number, or directed 

velocity, of the superhot electrons. A problem may arise, for instance, if the growth 

rate of the electron density fluctuations is very low at the the edge of the calculated 

scattering band. The dynamic range of the detectors used in these experiments is 

limited to less than three orders of magnitude because the spectroscopic data was taken 

using frlm or strtak cameras. Consequently, there were no absolute standards for 

determining the edge of a band. The experiments may be in even better agreement with 

the theory than presented here, but it is impossible to tell without improved diagnostics. 

Each of the assumptions discussed above has a small effect on the spectral 

position of the scatteriag bands. The finite f-number of the laser focusing lens probably 

has the largest effect because the laser strikes the target at so many different angles, 

especially when the compound angles between the laser, the target normal, and the 

observation direction art considered. The existence of an electrostatic sheath at low 

densities probably explains the low-phase-velocity cutoff. The lack of a good 



defmition for the edge of a scattering band makes exact comparisons difficult. 

C. Scale-Length and Wavelength Effects 

The plasma conditions of the experiments presented in this dissertation w m  

produced by lasers operating at different wavelengths and intensities. Consequently, 

the electron velocity distribution and the plasma scale length varied from one 

experiment to another. Variations of the scale length had little or no effect on the results 

and conclusions of this dissertation. The spectral position of the bands, defined as 

where the denominator of the power spectrum, Eq. (II-1 lo), is negative, is insensitive 

to the scale length of the plasma. The most important quantities in determining the 

scattered-light spectrum an the directed-velocity of the suprathermal dectrons and the 

phase velocity of the electron-plasma waves. The scale length of the plasma is thus 

important only in determining the total scattered power from the plasma, which was not 

measured in these experiments. The ETS calculations arc in good agreement with the 

observed positions of the scattering bands in the experiments reported here, whose 

scale length varied by a factor of 30, showing that scale length is not an important 

parameter. 

The threshold and growth of stimulated Raman scattering, in contrast, an 

functions of scale length. The convective SRS thresholds were not exceeded in the 

three experiments, even in the ultra-long-scale-length experiment described in Chapter 

IV. If the SRS threshold were exceeded, say in an intensity hot spot, it would be 

expected that SRS light would be emitted at a frtquency (@) corresponding to the 

plasma density with the highest growth rate (nc/4). Even before the plasma went 

underdtnse, the down-scattering bands were separated fiom q j 2  by a gap. Therefort, 



the SRS theory is in disagreement with the obsmatims. 

The laser wavelength and intensity affect the electron velocity distribution. 

Shorter wavelength laser plasmas are more collisional so that more of the light is 

absorbed by inverse bremsstrahlung than with longer wavelength lasers. As a 

consequence, less light reaches the critical density surface and less light is absorbed 

through resonance absorption. Hot electrons arc no longer present in the plasma 

because resonance absorption is the chief producer of hot (but not superhot) electrons. 

The presence of resonance absorption could be inferrcd in the GDL 0.527-pn 

experiments from the upscattcnd light spectrum, even thought no such inference could 

be made from the x-ray spectrum. 

The higher intensity experiments performed with the Nova laser system 

produced higher background and superhot electron temperatures. The higher cold 

temperatures narrowed the scattering bands. Hotter suprathermal temperatures tended 

to move both bands to frequencies further away from the laser frequency. These 

effects an best shown by comparing a shot with a relatively low superhot temperature, 

Figm IV- 15, with a single-beam shot with a much higher temperature, Figure V-7(a). 

D. Conclusion 

This dissertation has described a series of experiments that test the validity of 

the enhanced Thomson scattering theory in a laser-plasma interaction including the first 

systematic studies of upscattered light bands. In ETS, the pump laser scatters from 

electron density fluctuations that have been enhanced by the presence of suprathermal 

electrons produced by nonlinear plasma processes. The laser is scattcrcd into two 

bands: one is upshift4 from the laser frequency and the other is down-shifted. The 



thtory was tested under several different plasma conditions that varied in plasma scale 

length (from 1 5 0 b  to 5,000h), cold-electron temperature (1.5 to 5.5 keV), and 

supmthermal-electron temperature (from less than 10 to grater than 55 Lev). Ineach 

of these experiments, the ETS theory was able to correctly predict the appearance and 

location of both the upscattered and down-scattered bands. 

This scattering was contrasted with stimulated Raman scattering, where the 

laser couples to plasma waves causing an instability. That is, SRS evolves nonlinearly. 

The primary signature of SRS is a down-scatted band of light that may be emitted in 

the same frequency range as ETS. An upscattcred, or anti-Stokes, mode of SRS may 

also be produced, although this process is only resonant for forward scattering. That 

upscattered light bands were observed in the back-scattered direction implies ETS 

produced these bands rather than SRS. In addition, scattering was observed at 

incident-laser intensities below the SRS threshold in tach of the three experiments. For 

every experiment performed, enhanced Thomson scattering proved to be a better 

explanation of the observed sptctra, particularly in the case of upscattered bands at 

frequencies greater than 3062, than did stimulated Raman scattering. 



Appendix A: LLE Experiments 

The experiments that were conducted an the Glass Development Laser (GDL), 

described in Chapter ID, required the highest laser intensity on target available. This 

appendix describes how the intensity was measured and how the "best-focus" lens 

position was &tennintd Also described are alignment and calibration procedures for 

the two optical spectrometers. The appendix conclu&s with a &scription of how film 

data was processed and wavelength-calibrated spectra were obtained. 

1. GDL Intensity Determination 

One of the more important parameters of these experiments was the average 

intensity per unit area incident upon the target. Tht three quantities needed for this 

calculation were known to varying & p s  of accuracy. The gr#n energy produced in 

the doubling/tripling crystal was measured with the wavelength-disc-ating MESS 

calorimetry system, an each shot, with an accuracy o f f  5%. The actual amount of 

energy on target, however, could vary. After the MESS pickoff, the beam passed 

through the IR block and was reflected by a green-HR mirror through the focusing lens 

and blast window onto the target The HR coating is strongly polarization dependent 

so that a polarization rotation of the laser due to thermal or other sources would 

attenuate the beam. The average throughput of the mirror and IR block was measured 

to be (86*10)%. 

The pulse width of the laser was measured to be 660 ps f 5% for most of these 

experiments. Some experiments were performed with 1-ns pulses. The pulse length 



was measured infrequently, usually only a k r  a change of system m e t e r s .  Also, it 

was the width of the IR pulse that was measured. The actual green pulse width is 

calculated to be (85f3)% of the IR pulse because of the nonlinear mixing in the crystal. 

The spot size of the laser at the target plane was the most quantity to 

determine. It was decided to measure the spot size by observing, with a pinhole 

camera, the x rays produced by a gold target. The highest possible intensity was 

desired for these experiments; thus it was necessary to find the smallest laser focus 

spot. The approach chosen was to allow the viewing system to define the center of the 

tank The target and all diagnostics were then aligned to this point. The laser-focusing 

lens could move in a direction parallel to the beam so that by changing the position of 

the lens it was possible to vary the focal position and thus the spot size. Consequently, 

the intensity at the target plane could be varied. 'I)pically, the best focus of the YAG 

alignment laser would be determined first, and then adjusbnents for the chromatic shift 

of the lens would be taken into account to find the nominal best focus. Several shots 

were taken with the nominal laser focus in front of, at, and in back of the target plane 

and the x-ray emission was recorded with the pinhole camera 

The pinhole camera had four 25-pm pinholes covmd with various layers of 

beryllium and aluminium. The best images were filtered with 25 p n  of Be and 6 pm of 

Al. The images were recorded on Kodak RAR 2495 fdm, which was soaked in 

deionized water for two minutes and then developed using the process given in Table 

B-1. The images were digitized using a Perkin-Elmer PDS Microdensitometer System, 

Modtl 1010 GMS, with a 20-1m square ajmture. Small-scale structure was seen in 

the x-ray emission from the target that may cornlate with the o c c m c c  of hot spots at 

the focus of the laser. An example of a pinhole picture is given in Figure A-1. The 

film density was converted to x-ray intensity incident on the film using a calculated 



X-Ray Image in Target Plane 

100 200 

Horizontal Size (pm) 

Figure A-1. An x-ray pinhole picture of the GDL beam viewed through 6 p A1 and 
25 pi Be filters. The target is near the best-focus plane of the laser. The view is at 
45' from the target normal in the horizontal plane. The intensity contours are at 95,75, 
50 and 25% of the maximum x-ray intensity. 



density versus intensity c w e . 8 6  Because the pinhole camera ftcorded the x-ray 

emission at 45" fiom the target normal, only the vertical dimension of the micrograph 

was an accurate measurement of the spot-size diameter. The horizontal dimension was 

smeared by emission fiom the expanding plasma. Although the laser spot is, in 

general, edge-peaked, at best focus the spot is flat-topped to f 20%. The laser spot 

was defmed to be the full-width of the x-ray image, in the vertical direction, at 10% of 

the peak intensity. 

The best-focus position of the lens was determined by plotting the spot-size 

diameter as a function of lens position. A typical example is shown in Figure A-2. 

This graph shows the spot getting smaller as the laser focus moves towards the target 

and then increasing as the focus moves past the target plane. The slope of the spot-size 

versus lens-position line is qual  to the lens f-number, 3.6. 

At best focus, the spot size of 120 pm is much larger than either the Mraction 

limit or the Gaussian-beam limit. It is much larger because of accumulated phase mrs 

and other optical aberrations, especially astigmatism and coma. The spot size using 

blue light was found to be smaller, typically 90 pm. No good explanation for the larger 

green spot size is known. Some problems may be caused by using the tripling crystal 

as a doubler or by poor collimation of the GDL beam. The IR absorber, the men 

turning mirror, and the laser focusing lens are changed for blue operation and may be 

the source of some problems. 

Uncertainties in the magfication of the pinhole camera and the clefmition of the 

10% intensity level led to en uncertainty in the spot-size measurement of 40%. The 

conversion efficiency of laser energy to x rays is unknown, but was assumed to be 

linear. The intensity measurement error, due to uncertain ties in the spot-size, 

pulse-width, and energy measurements, was calculated to be 42% through addition in 
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Figure A-2. A focus scan of the GDL system. The beam is converging when it strikes 
the target for positive lens positions and diverging for negative lens positions. The 
focussing of the m.6 GDL lens is shown. It is not a fit to the data. 
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quadrature. It is estimated that hot spots, as discussed in Chapter TII, cause at least 2:l 

intensity variations in the focal plane of the laser, making the error in measuring the 

average intensity insignificant. 

2. GDL Diagnostics 

The primary diagnostics were two 114-m spectrometers. The upscattering 

spectrometer was tuned to the W and used a 50-~.un wide slit and a 600-grooves/rnm 

grating blazed at 300 nm. The dispersion was measured to be 5.7 nmtmm with a Hg 

spectral lamp. This gave a spectral field of view of 150 nm. The down-scattering 

spectrometer was calibrated with a Cs spectral lamp when the spectrum was not 

time-resolved. Because the required spectral window was so large, a 170-grooves/mm 

grating was used. This grating had a dispersion of 26.6 nmlmm and gave a spectral 

field of view of 550 nm. The slit width was 150 pm. 

The alignment of the two spectrometers was checked at the beginning of each 

shot day by placing a piecc of burn paper over the spectrometer slits. The bum mark. 

would overfill the slit, showing good alignment. The stability of the collection mirrors 

and spectrometers was very good. Usually, adjustments had to made only at the 

beginning of each new week of shooting. The initial alignment of the mirrors was 

made using a goldcoated target that had a small hole drilled in it by the GDL system 

while testing the pointing accuracy of the system The hole was placed at the center of 

the tank and tilted to maxirniz the ~flection of light from a W lamp. This alignment 

procedure was fast, reliable, and easy. 

Time resolution of the down-scatted signal was achieved using an Imacon 675 

streak camera. Because the exit focal plane of the spectrometer was too close to the 



spectrometer housing, the image had to be nlayed t~ the streak camera collactim optics 

with lenses. The alignment accuracy of the spectrometer, relay optics, and st& 

camera was checked by nlaying the image of a "holey" Au target all the way through 

the streak camera. This lengthy, but very accurate, alignment procedure was npcated 

at the beginning of each shooting day. 

The streak camera was calibrated using the setup shown in Figure A-3. Two 

Helium-Neon lasers, one operating at 628 nm and the other at 543.5 nm, were 

combined so that they propagated along the same path. The combined beams were 

directed onto a ground-glass diffuser in front of the IR spectrometer. Great care was 

taken to align the beams so that they were n o d  to the spectrometer slit. Deviations 

from n o d  could be detected at the exit pupil of the spectrometer. The angle of the 

gratings was chosen so that the first-order 628 line and the sfcond-ordcr 5435 and 628 

lines could be seen at one time. The magnification of the relay optics was set so that 

these three lines could be seen on the streak camera photocathode. This fixtd not only 

the spectral field of view, but also the wavelength dispersion. 

3. . Data Analysis 

Each piece of film data was processed according to the instructions stated in the 

next appendix and then digitized on the PDS Midensitometer. Using software 

written by members of the LLE Image Analysis Laboratory, it was possible to make 

contour plots and take linmuts of the film data.87 Tbese wert all in the fonn of film 

density vs. film position, since no absolute, or even dative, intensity calibrations for 

these Nms arc available over the widt range of measured wavelengths and for thc pulse 

lengths of interest. This led to some inaccuracies in the definition of the edges of the 
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Figure A-3. The spectral dispersion of the specmmeter/streak camera combination was 
calibrated using two HeNe lasers operating at different wavelengths. 



scattering bands, but in genaal, the umtahty is less than the accuracy req* for 

~ 0 ~ s a n t 0 t h e E T S  theory. 

The absolute wavelength references were added by hand after iinage 

processing. Each piece of the-integrated film had a separate reference spectra placed 

on it before each shot by briefly exposing the film, while in the spectrometer, to the 

appmpriate spectral lamp. A mask was placed over the spectrometer slit to prevent the 

reference spectrum from obscuring the data. The time-resolved data had to be 

calibrated differently because the streak camera was not sensitive enough to recard the 

spectral lamp. For an absolute refmnce, low-energy GDL shots were taken on tilted 

Au targets. The offset of the laser pulse fiom the edge of the film was used as the 

absolute reference. The temporal dispersion of the streak camera was also determined 

on these shots from the hown IR-pulse length. 



Appendix B: Film Calibration 

The difficulty in obtaining good spectral images in the GDL experiments, 

detailed in Chapter I& led to a closer look at the responses of the photographic f h s  

used As stated in Chapter III, the lack of a fb sensitive to 1-pm light made the 

down-scattering measurements very difficult. Figure B- 1 (a) shows the fast fall-off in 

sensitivity of Kodak High Speed Infrared 4143 film at wavelengths greater than 900 

nm. Part of the reason for using a streak camera was to use the greater sensitivity of an 

S-1 photocathode to measure scattered light at 1 p.m. This was only partly successful, 

as has already been discussed. Experiments were also performed with Kodak 

Spectroscopic Type I-Z plates that were hypersensitized in a chilled ammonia 

solution.88~89 These plates were unable to record any lR spectra because either (I) the 

emulsion suffered a reciprocity failure (Type 1-2 plates are mostly used for 

longcxposurc astronomical measwmtnts), or (2) the IR sensitivity of these plates had 

been reduced by being stored in questionable conditions. 

The c o m t  filtering of the upscattering spectrometer was very difficult because 

of the small dynamic range of the Kodak RAR 2495 film used. The rest of this 

appendix describes the preliminary results of an experiment done to measure the 

absolute response of Kodak RAR 2495 using the GDL system. The most important 

result is that the extrcnacly small dynamic range of the Nm implies that the upscattmd 

light has at least 1% of the energy of the 3co& signal. The low dynamic range is one 

mmn for the infqucnt observation of upscatlcred light. 

The calibrations w m  done using the GDL system operating at 35 1 nm with a 

pulse length of 630 ps because the upscattered light occurs near the 3q$2 frtquency 
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Figure B-1. Spectral sensitivity curves for two films used in the GDL 
c x p e r i m c n ~ ~ ~ ~ :  (a) Kodak High Speed 1dke.d Film 4143, and (b) Kodak RAR Film 
2495. Reprinted courtesy of Eastman Kodak Company. (Copyright Eastman Kodak 
Company .) 



(351 nm for green experiments). Examination of Figwe B-l(b) shows that the film 

response changes by less than a factor of 3 between 300 and 400 nm. It is important to 

use a short-pulse laser, instead of extrapolating from long-exposure response cwves, 

because film response is a sensitive function of exposure as well as developing 

conditions such as time and temperature. 

The film was exposed by directing the GDL beam through a step wedge onto 

the film. The step wedge was in contact with the film and consisted of 10 steps having 

nominal optical densities between 0 and 3. The steps were made from one or two 

pieces of various nominal densities of Kodak Wratten No. 96 filters. The actual 

densities at each wavelength were measured using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 

W/VIS/NIR Spectrometer. The measured optical density range of the wedge was 

between 0.0 and 3.15. 

The beam passed through the frequency conversion cell, calorimeter pick-off, a 

ground-glass diffuser, a Schott UG-11 blue-pass glass fdter (0.82 transmitting @ 35 1 

nm, 10-5 @ 530, and 0.04 @ 1060), Wratten No. 96 neutral &nsity filters, the step 

wedge, and then onto the f h  The calorimetry pick-off directed a small fraction of the 

converted light into an integrating sphere where the energy was measured with 

wavelength discriminating photodiodes. The energy density on the film was calibrated 

by replacing the f i i  with a large aperture reference calorimeter, which was energy 

calibrated to f 596, and comparing the measured energy to the diodes. The illumination 

uniformity of the laser, after passing through the ground-glass diffuser, was tested by 

exposing a piece of 4421 Nm without the step wedge in place. 

The film used in experiments, RAR 2495, was compand to three other Kodak 

films. The four fdms were developed according to manufacturer-supplied or 

LJXdetcnnined directions.rn93 summarinxi in Table B- 1. The RAR 2495 film was 



Table B-1: Film Processing 

Process 442 1 *+ 2495**+ T-Max l W +  T-Max 4 W +  

T - 0  2 1 20 20 20 

prc-warm* 0:30 0:W 0:U) 0:30 

DK-SO+ developtr 5:O - - - 
D-19+ dcvtloper - 6:OO - - 
T-Max+ developer - - 8:OO 7.m 

Stop Bath+ 0:30 0:30 0:U) 0:30 

Rapid Fix+ 3:OO 5:OO 4 m  4:oO 

Wattr Rinse la0 1O:OO 2 W  2 m  

Penna Wash++ 2.m - 2:OO 2:OO 

Water Rinse - 3:OO 3:OO 3:OO 

* Machine processed ** Handprocessed 

+ Eastman Kodak product ++ Whittaker Mcico product 

* Film tcmperatw stabilized befon processing 

2495 E Kodak RAR 2495 Instrumentation Film 

T-Max 100 n Kodak T-Max 100 Professional Film 

T-Max 400 a Kodak T-Max 400 FVoftssional Film 

4421 a Kodak Amgraphic Duplication Film 4421 (Estar Thick Base) 



hand-processed while the other three w m  developed in a JOB0 Fotottchnic automatic 

processor that provided excellent temperature stability (f 0.1 OC) and rcproducibiity . 
The projection density (35% greater than diffuse density) of the film was 

measured using the 5Gpn x S ( F p  aperture of a Perkin-Elmer PDS Microdensitometer 

system, Model 1010 GMS. The quoted densities were made by averaging the 

measured densities over an area of 0.95 mm x 2.25 mm. 

The absolute responses of the four films are shown in Figure B-2. 

Unfortunately, Kodak RAR 2495, the film used in the experiments, shows the lowest 

dynamic range of the four films, far less than two orders of magnitude. Kodak T-Max 

100 and 400 films were not available when the ETS experiments were performed and 

the aerographic film, Kodak 442 1, was thought to be too insensitive. 

The low dynamic range of 2495 film made it very difficult to observe the 

upscattered light signal. When the spectrometer was comtly  filtered to observe the 

3 ~ / 2  signal, the up-scattering would have been too weak to register on the film. 

When the spectrometer was correctly filtered for the upscattering signal, the 3ao/2 

signal saturated the film and all detailed spectral information about 3q$2 was lost The 

f h  also "bloomed" from the 3 w  signal and obscured the upscattering. On the 

shots where both 3q$2 and upscattering arc evident, the upscattering has at least 1 % 

of the energy of the 3062 because of the steep density-versus-inknsity (DlogI) curve. 

S c v d  refmemmts of the film calibration experiment arc being implemented.% 

Among these arc a new step wedge, more accurate optical-density mcaswlcments of the 

filters (using a large-area diode and a CW Argon-Ion laser), and better controlled film 

preparation and processing. It is hoped that these calibration curves may be extended to 

include energy densities of greater than 1 mJ/cm2 using not only 35 1-nm irradiation, 

but 527-nm as well. 
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Figuxe B-2. Measured absolute ruponses to 630-ps, 351-nm laser light of four Kodak 
films: (+) 2495, (A) 4421, ( 8 )  T-Max 100, and (0) T-Max 400. 



Appendix C: LLNL Experiments 

Experiments on long-scale-length plasmas were performed at the Lawrence 

Livennore National Laboratory using the Nova laser system. Because of the size and 

complexity of the laboratory and of the laser, the experimental procedures and data 

analysis were different than what had been down at Rochester. Since both up- and 

down-scattering spectra were detected with streak cameras, both had to be wavelength 

and temporally calibrated. Absolute referencing of the up-scattering signal proved to be 

the most difficult. Because the original film data had to remain at LLNL, a new data 

analysis package had to be written. This program was tailored to process LLNL data 

so that optical spectra were easier to analyze. Especially useful was a program that 

calculated the phase velocity of the plasma waves associated with each scattered-light 

ficquency . 
In this appendix, the methods used for calibrating the LLNL streak cameras are 

described followed by descriptions of the image-processing and phase-velocity-analysis 

software. A brief discussion of the Nova laser condition precedes those descriptions. 

1. Nova Laser Conditions 

The timing of each Nova beam had to be adjusted in order to produce the 

long-scale-length plasmas desired for the Nova experiments. Each cluster of five 

beams had a common optical-t~ombone-delay line. Additionally, each beam also had its 

own delay. Thne adjustments had to be made: (1) reduce delay in the west cluster, (2) 

add delay in the east cluster, and (3) add delay to the interaction beam. These timing 



changes could only be vdd on a full-system shot due to instrumental restrictions. 

The pulses fiom each cluster of five beams were recorded with streak camcdCCD 

combinations. Lineouts of the five pulses, a fiducial for absolute temporal calibration, 

and a comb generator for temporal dispersion w n  automatically plotted. The offset of 

the leading edge of each pulse from the fiducial was then measured and compared to a 

reference implosion shot where the beams were considered to reach the target 

simultaneously. The accuracy of the reference is unknown. 

The actual amount of energy incident an the target is not measured on each shot. 

The crystal conversion efficiency is measured once each week by taking a full-system 

shot into calorimeters placed inside the target chamber. Day-today variations arr not 

measured. 

To a large extent, the indirect-drive fusion scheme docs not require very 

uniform laser beams. Consquently, the Nova beams have many hot spats in them. 

These nonuniformities almost certainly lead to filamentation and self-focusing. 

2. Optical Diagnostics 

The primary diagnostics for the experiments conducted at LLNL were two 

saakcd optical spectrometers (SOS's). Each consisted of light-collection optics, a 

0.22-m SPEX spectrograph, and a LLNL-dcsigncd streak camera. One instrument, 

SOS-I, was set to observe the down-scattering spectrum. This diagnostic was 

calibrated and operated by LLNL persomel. The other instrument, SOS-II, was tuned 

to measure the upscattering spectrum 

. The light collection optics for SOS-I1 arc shown in Figure C-1. The setup for 

SOS-I is similar. Each consists of a long-focal-length lens that relays the image of the 
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Figure C-1. The image of the target was relayed to the input slit o f  the spectrometer 
Some of the collection optics were h i &  the Nova target chamber. 



target to a plane outside of the chambcr. A negative lens collimates the light which is 

then focused onto the variable-width slit of the spectrograph. A dielectric 350-nm 

reflector reflects stray blue-laser light and metal-film neutral-density filters atmuate the 

signal. The overall transmission of these optics is shown in Figure C-2. The 

streak-camera photocathode is placed at the output focal plane of the spectrometer. A 

100-pm metal-film slit placed directly on thc photocathode gives thc timc mlution. 

Temporal calibration of the streak camera was done with the LLNL comb 

generator, which generates a pulse of light at a frequency of 1 GHz. The output was 

placed directly in front of the streak camera slit using an optical fiber. The streak 

camera was extanally triggered and the output stcoded on Polaroid film. 

Wavelength calibration was more difficult. As in the LLE experiments, a Hg 

spectral lamp was placed in front of the spectrometer slit. Because of the scarcity of 

reference lines near the spectral region of interest (-237 nm), the dispersion was 

measured in a nearby region (-385 nm). Two different methods were used to record 

the spectral lines. The first was to ground the deflection plates of the stmk camera and 

trigger it at 1 Hz for three to five minutes. This data was recorded on Kodak Tri-X. 

film. The other method was to quickly switch the streak camera into DC mode for a 

few seconds and record the result on Polaroid f- Both methods measured the 

dispersion to be 2.11 d m m ,  giving a spectral window of 65 nm. 

Finding an absolute wavelength reference was much more difficult. Several 

different reference marks w m  tried and, while all agreed to f3 nm, none was really 

satisfactory. The easiest absolute reference to use took advantage of a pixel defect on 

the streak camera phosphor. This defect appeared, rcproducibly, on each nf- and 

rbot spcctnm. The wavelength position of the defect was dctexminad using a Hg 

reference spectrum with the spectrometer tuned to the same wavelength where each 



Filter Response 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure C-2.' The up-scattered spectra were corrected to compensate for the effects of 
wavelengthdependent transmission of the light-collection optics, windows, and filters. 



piece of shot data was taken. Using the end of the temporal fiducial as an absolute 

wavelength reference was dso attempted, but gave no better results. Imprecision in 

fixing an absolute reference does not affect the interpretation of these experiments 

because the calculated spectral positions of the ETS bands arc less accurate than the 

precision with which the spectra werc calibrated. 

3. Data Analysis 
The streak-camera output was recorded on Kodalr Tri-X fdm, which was 

exposed to a density wedge that mimicked the streak-camera phosphor response, before 

developing. The film was digitized on a PDS Microdensitomcter and the digitized 

image was converted from film density to intensity units using the density wedge. The 

intensities are not quoted in absolute units, but because the streak camera is a linear 

device, these arbitrary units are linearly proportional to the intensity striking the 

photocathode. At this point, the digitized image was converted to time units using the 

dispersions measured earlier. The SOS-I data was also converted to wavelength units. 

Because the PDS is located in a restricted-access building, the above procedures were 

perfirmed by LLNL personnel. A computer f i e  of each SOS-I and SOS-11 image was 

smt to U on magnetic tape. 

At LLE, the data was loaded into a Digital Equipment Corporation VAXstation 

IVGPX workstation for analysis. An interactive analysis program, PROCESS, was 

used to analyze the spectra. The SOS-11 data was converted to wavelength units using 

the measured dispersion and any reference point available. The workstation's mouse 

could bc used to take quick vextical and horizontal lincouts that showed graphs of image 

intensity versus image position. Wavelength or temporal lineouts could also bc made, 



or a Ne containing the &I) coordinates could be saved. The up-scattered spectra w m  

comted  for wavelength-dependent losses in the collection optics and neutral-density 

filters. The transmission losses for one particular shot art shown in Figure C-2. 

It was necessary to plot these spectra as a function of frtquency shift from the 

laser frequency in order to test whether or not these spectra were the Stokes and 

anti-Stokes lines of stimulated Raman scattering. As a consquence of energy 

conservation, the spectra w m  converted to frequency space using the relation 

The analysis program could also poduce a cantour plot of the image using the 

contouring algorithm contained in the DIGLIB graphics library. Various filters, such 

as low-pass, high-pass, and vertical-enhancement filters, were available from 

workstation hardware. 

Another important part of the data analysis was performed by the program 

VPHASE2. This program produced plots of the intensity versus phase velocity from a 

lineout generated by PROCESS. The enhanced Thornson scattering theory predicts that 

scattering will be symmetric in phase velocity, as opposed to Raman scattering where 

the scattering will be symmetric in frequency shift. The phase velocity could be 

calculated from the matching conditions, 

us = O0* %, (C-2) 

and 

ks = k0 f k,,, , 

w h m  @ is the scattmd wave frtquency, og is the laser frtquency, and oepw is the 

electron-plasma-wave frequency. The corresponding wave vectors art denoted by ks, 

kg, and +, mpectively. The plus sign refers to upscattering and the minus sign to 



down-scattering. 'Ihe phase velocity of intcnst is &fined to be 

wherc the laser is incident in the xdircction. The electron-plasma-wave frequency can 

be determined because @c~ is known and is measured. The electron-plasma wave 

vtctor can be determined from the k-matching diagrams shown in Figurt C-3 because 

kg and the dinction of kg are known. A complication was that each (oh) pair had to 

satisfy the relevant dispersion relation at the density where the interaction was 

occurring. Thus, each scattered-light frequency corresponded to scattering fiom 

elwtron-plasma waves that had a unique wave vtctor and phase velocity and emanated 

from a particular density. 

A simple bisection scheme was used to solve the system of equations for kepw. 

Self-consistent values of h W ,  h w ) x ,  ks, and ~ p e  were found. From these, plots of 

intensity vmus phase velocity, density, b w ,  or could be produced. 



Wave-Vector-Matching Conditions 

a) Down-Scattering b) Up-Scattering 

Figure C-3. The wave-vector-matching conditions combined with the fixed angle of 
observation restricted the observed ran e of plasma waves. The down-scattering 
plasma wave (a) travels into the plasma w e the up-scattering plasma wave (b) travels 
out of the plasma. 

t 
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